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ABSTRACT

In many cities, revitalization is presently taking the
physical form of the downtown festival marketplace. This research
examines revitalization by looking at the role that such develop
ment plays in the revitalization process and its relationship to
other activities in the downtown area. These activities include
retail, housing, work place, meeting place, and recreation and
entertainment•
A functionalist perspective is used to look at the revitali
zation process in the single ease of Norfolk, Virginia. Such a
perspective allows us to examine the central business district as
a system with the activities therein, acting to influence the
overall performance of that geographic area.
The findings show expansion in all of the activities after the
introduction of Watersidet A Festival Marketplace as a first step
in revitalization. The findings also point out that while Waterside
did fulfill specific priority needs that were necessary before effec
tive revitalization could occur it alone is not a causal factor.
The relationship among the downtown activities was found to be one
of covariation with the characteristics of mutual support and
dependency.
This research also sought to find out if the originally set
goals of revitalization were being fulfilled through the physical
development and its implications. Many of the consequences of revi
talization observed in this research were indeed officially planned
for. Comparative and trend data, however, also point to the presence
and the possibility for the occurrence of unplanned consequences of
revitalization. In the long run such consequences appear as thee
physical and social environment becomes increasingly controlled and
geared towards the middle class.
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DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION:
A FUNCTIONALIST ANALYSIS

CHAPTER I
FUNCTIONS OF THE COTT AND
REVITALIZATION
This research begins with a functional theoretical framework
which views a social system as a network comprised of smaller units.
The task is to identify the parts of the social system, their rela
tionship to one another and to the system as a whole in order to gain
an understanding of the maintenance of the system and evolution
within that system.

Mere specifically, the functionalist perspective

is employed to study the process of revitalization in a downtown
area— that of Norfolk, Virginia.

The central business district is

seen as a system made up of parts (in this ease, activity functions)
that can either maintain balance within the system or create change in
that system.

Revitalization is an intended process whieh seeks to

make changes in the city's functions that will eventually generate
change in the central business district as a system.

Five activity

functions were identified as those smst closely involved in the revi
talization process in Norfolk's central business district.

These

activity functions are retail, residential, meeting place, central
work place, and recreation, entertainment and cultural.

The revital

ization effort in Norfolk has focused on these functions in order to
create change in the system by expanding and strengthening related
activities in order to rejuvenate the central business district.

The

3.
purpose of this research is to record the functional and systemic
changes brought on by the introduction of revitalization in Downtown
Norfolk.

The functionalist perspective is also applied as a way to

identify the outcomes of revitalization and to interpret such out
comes as manifest and latent.
In this research the definitions of manifest and latent functions
are altered somewhat from the original meanings set forth by Robert
Merton.

According to Merton, manifest functions have objective conse

quences (for some phenomenon) that contribute to the adjustment or
adaptation of the system which are intended and recognized by the
participants in that system. (1968)

Latent functions refer to those

consequences that are neither intended nor recognized by the partici
pants.

Merton felt that it was necessary to study and to understand

all types of functions involved in a system in order to fully under
stand a social phenomenon.

Yet, there have been many Inconsistencies

in the manner that the manifest and latent function terms have been
applied.

For example, in Merton’s original discussion of the concepts

he imbues the terms with four sets of meanings:

(1) conscious inter

action and actual consequence; (2) conscious knowledge and socio
logical understanding; (3) official and unofficial purposes; and (4)
surface meaning and underlying meaning. (Campbell, 1982:33)

The

second meaning in each set, the latent function, seems to be a
function of the system of which the participants are unaware, a
function of which human actors remain ignorant.

Examination of

Norfolk’s downtown revitalization illustrates the use of Merton's

delineations*

It became dear that the objective and the observable

consequences could come under either the intended or unintended cate
gories.

Such a categorization is inconsistent with Merton's

distinction between the manifest and latent.

For clarification, the

present research fellows the lead suggested by Campbell to define a
latent function as one that is not officially planned for, but it is
a function that is recognizable and observable.
officially.

The key term here is

Manifest functions of revitalization are those which ap

pear in the planned-for goals officially held for the revitalization.
In conducting a research project from a functionalist perspec
tive questions other than those of definitional clarity must be
addressed.

Die determination of something as a manifest function is

often the product of the perspective from which one is viewing the
situation.

The sociologist may see a consequence as being a mani

fest function of a social system.

The participants within that

system may not be aware of the function or its consequence.

Accor

ding to Merton's definition this would then be a latent function.
In conducting research which perspective do we use to view a social
phenomenon?

From the viewpoint of the sociologist?

From the view-*

point of the participants (if so, which participants)? A way to
deal with this confusion in a functionalist analysis is to view the
terms only as they relate to the system.

What are the functions, the

consequential outcomes on a systemic level?

"Instead of starting

with a bewildering array of possible actors' intentions and attemp
ting to establish which are realized and/or recognized one would begin
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by listing the actual functions subsumed by the behavior in question
and then having identified these, move on to discover which, if any,
fall into these categories.” (Campbell, 1982138 ) Since we are
interested in official (manifest) and unofficial (latent) functions
as they occur in the system, which in this study is the central
business district, we must focus in on that system; its needs, goals
and changes.

The intentions of individual actors are only Important

in that they do have an underlying effect on the plans and the goals
that are developed to influence the system.

Campbell has suggested

that in a functional analysis the first step is to form an under
standing of the social system in order to identify the functions.
It may then be possible to categorize the functions as manifest or
latent for the social system in question.
Downtown revitalization is a recant phenomenon and is the source
of incresing optimism among city officials.

Locfcl officials see the

need to revitalize as both necessary (economically) and desirable
(aesthetically and culturally).

Kevin lynch and Lloyd Rodwin in "A

Theory of Urban Form” point out that after-the-fact analyses of urban
form are rarely conducted to ascertain the effectiveness of the forms
in achieving the originally set goals. (1958:201)

What exactly are

the consequences of a variation in the environment?

Such analysis

of the physical forms thht evolve from revitalization could ultimate
ly provide material useful in making planning decisions*
Downtown revitalization seeks to restore the downtown area as
an active center.

The goals of revitalization vary according to the

problems and the scale of the city, but the primary goal is to bring
people back to the oily.

This is unlike the urban renewal programs

and the new town developments which start from a clean slate approach.
Urban renewal involves land clearance; tearing down the old and con
structing the new.

Such programs have often overlooked the initial

use of the land, leaving people homeless and/or unable to cope with
their new environment.

New towns are often built on unused land.

A

negative aspect, tram one perspective, of the new towns is their
appeal to middle class families rather than to a cross section of the
American population.

New towns are often said to lack the amenities,

the excitement of the city.

Proponents of downtown revitalization

argue that our cities have a character, an image that needs to be
preserved.

In short, the inner city serves valuable functions for

the entire city.
Those charged with redesigning an urban environment view the
structure as accommodating certain types of behavior.

The physical

environment is viewed as an opportunity structure that facilitates
certain behaviors while at the same time inhibits other types of
behavior. (Michelson, 1976:231)

Within the revitalization context,

new land is viewed as creating and reviving certain central business
district functions.

Revitalization of a central business district is

essentially seen as a problem for physical designers and planners,
but the sociological relevance is dear.

In any physical planning

people are both the creators and the users of the environment.

People

and their collective activity are important variables in planning
the environment.

This is brought to the forefront in downtown

revitalization | with its primary goal of attracting people to the
downtown area to work, live and pursue leisure time activities.

This

research is guided by the conviction that the social and cultural
dimensions of revitalization must be examined along with the physical
and the economic considerations.

There are two primary ways in which

sociological input will be utilized in this research.
retical understanding and sociological methods.

They are theo

The theoretical per

spective of functionalism provides a guideline for viewing change
against the backdrop of variations in the physical environment.

This

perspective provides common ground between sociological research and
physical planning.

Planners, like functionalists, view the city as a

system whose parts serve specific functions for the maintenance of
that city. (Gans, 1968:96) Sociological methods can contribute to
the need for studies to measure and assess the correlates of physical
forms.
Downtown Norfolk offers an opportunity te.apply the functionalist
theoretical perspective and sociological methods in a case study
setting.

The physical plans for Norfolk's downtown area view the

central business district as a system which requires the performance
of various functions that support one another and together maintain
the entire system.

The official basis of revitalization in Norfolk

has been to strengthen and expand the functional activities in the
downtown area. The remainder of this chapter serves as an lntrodue>
tion to the basis of revitalization in Norfolk and to the five func
tional activities that are of primary importance to this research.
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In Norfolk the late 1970's were a time to reanalyze the assets
and the needs of the downtown area.

New office buildings had been

constructed along with development projects such as the Scope con
vention and entertainment center, the Civic Center which houses the
local governmental offices, and the pedestrian mall in the Granby
Street retail district.

These projects were needed and were assets

to the central business district, but together they did little to
strengthen the downtown economy.

City agencies with the aid of

economic consultants began work on a comprehensive plan to revital
The Downtown Norfolk 1990 Plan was the
*
culmination of these efforts.
(Wallace, et al., 1981 ) The reports

ize the downtown area.

point out that the decline in the economic indicators, e.g., sales
and property taxes, of the central business district were due, gener
ally, to the process of decentralization.

The potential for reversing

the downward trends could be found in the rejuvenation of many of the
activities already present in the central business district.
Norfolk's central business district had several assets that could
be used to its advantage in revitalization— an accessible location
in the center of Hampton Roads with the potential to draw on a large

The companion study to the Downtown Norfolk 1990 Plan (Wallace,
Roberts and Todd Associates, 1981) is the report conducted by the
Downtown Plan Study Team for the Department of City Planning. Two
consultant reports were done; one by Praful, Shah and Associates for
the Rouse Company and the other by Hammer, Siler, George and Asso
ciates for the Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing Authority and the
Mayor's Ad Hoc Committee on Downtown Development. (Praful, Shah and
Associates, 1980; Hammer, Siler, George and Associates, 1979)

market area.

(See Appendixsla)

There was also a large amount of

publicly owned land along the Elizabeth River.

The central business

district itself is a small geographic area which lends itself to a
concentrated, high density activity center.

A final asset was a

functional base already intact providing a foundation on which to
build.

This functional base consisted of five categories each at a
different level of development.

The functions in which development

was to be concentrated were retail, living area, central work place,
meeting place, and the recreation, entertainment and cultural activi
ties in the downtown area.

By strengthening these activities, it was

felt that Norfolk's downtown could become a multi-purpose activity
center.

It was seen as necessary that development take place within

all five of the functions because "the variety and mixture of these
functions, and their interrelationships, are more important to the
long term vitality and rejuvenation of Downtown Norfolk than any of
the functions individually" • (Downtown Flan Study Team, 1981*8)
Revitalization could not occur in just one or two of these areas, it
had to occur in all of the functions.

This interrelationship is

important because each function is dependent on the other functions
for support.

Flans, therefore, have to consider the central business

district as an encompassing unit and how each function contributes
to that unit.
Generally speaking, functional adequacy in each area was viewed
as problematic.

Retail was limited to Granby Mall with a restrictive

merchandising base and very little capacity to compete with the
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suburban shopping centers.

The living area function was virtually

missing with the exception of the Freemason Historic District.

Large

conventions could not be held at Scope because the central business
district lacked the hotel space needed to accommodate large numbers
of persons.

Overall, there was very little reason for people to

visit Downtown Norfolk on a regular basis.
Like other cities that have revitalized their downtown areas,
the city government of Norfolk had to take the initial step.

The

first step had to be one that would rejuvenate interest in the central
business district on the part of the general public and potential
investors.

Part of this process is to create a new image for the

downtown area.

An image that brings people downtown to work, live,

shop, invest and to pursue leisure time activities.
progress, activity and stability.

An image of

James Bouse who developed downtown

coomercial projects such as Faneuil Hall in Boston, The Oalleria in
Philadelphia and The Harborplace in Baltimore, feels that the starting
point for any revitalization is to make a bold statement with a large
scale project. (Woodhams, 1979:>*0

If the city makes a major invest

ment in the central business district it is hoped that investors will
regain confidence in the area and will want to become part of the
process of revitalization.

As the image of the downtown improves,

activity in each function increases and people return to the downtown
area.
All of these projects developed by the Rouse CoiQ>any were retail
centers.

Mathias J. DeVito, President of the company, has stated

that retail is "essential” in downtowns, because it is an ongoing
activity that everyone can participate in. (1930:193)

Retailing also

relates to every other function of the city and provides a broad job
base including part time and low skill employment.

Retail is, how

ever, the nost difficult activity to bring back to the central busi
ness district because of the image that the public has of downtown
shopping as inconvenient, difficult and unsafe as compared to the
image of the suburban shopping center as convenient, comfortable,
attractive and safe.

This competitive element makes it necessary to

create an unique and different shopping experience in the downtown
center.

The Rouse Company does this by creating a festive atmosphere

with a combination of specialty shops, restaurants and the excitement
of ongoing activity.

People go to these downtown centers not only

to shop, but to see what is going on.

This atmosphere and unique

merchandising makes the projects different from the suburban shopping
center so that competition is not so direct.
A priority need identified in the Downtown Norfolk 1990 Plan was
the need for activity magnets to draw people to the downtown area.
Three types were specified: major ongoing attractions, high amenity
open space and consnercial establishments such as restaurants, night
clubs and specialty shops.

To fulfill this need the City of Norfolk

consulted with the Enterprise Development Company, Inc*, to find out
•li
the potential for locating a Festival Marketplace in Norfolk.
The

The Enterprise Development Company, Inc. is a for-profit orga
nization that develops commercial real estate in downtown areas* The

decision to build The Waterside: A Festival Marketplace was made.
(See Appendix 3 for detail information on Waterside.)
The development of Waterside is of special interest for a
number of reasons.

It was the first large scale project taken on by

the Enterprise Development Company.

Waterside was also the first

festival marketplace to be built in a second tier city, other market
places of this type having only been constructed in the larger cities.
Norfolk's revitalisation program also provides an example of public
and private investment through a partnership of the city and local
businesses.

The development strategies for Downtown Norfolk are

meant to achieve immediate goals in competition and long range
economic goals.

(Roberts, 1934:18)

One goal of Waterside is to act as a magnet to bring people,
both residents of Hampton Roads and tourists, to Norfolk's water
front.

This is to be achieved by providing activity:

areas for

shopping in the specialty shops, dining and social events.

The

events held at Waterside include both weekly happenings such as
lunch hour concerts and special festivals such as Octoberfest.

By

transforming the image of Norfolk's central business district to
one of an active place, it is hoped that the changes will be positive

development company is owned by the Enterprise Foundation and all of
the Company' 0 profits go to the Foundation where it is then funneled
into developing housing projects for the poor. James Rouse founded
the Company and the Foundation and is the Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer.
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and instill confidence in potential investors, thus leading to the
second goal of Waterside as a catalyst for further development in the
eentral business district.

Therefore, if the planning theories are

correct, Waterside should not only add to the retail and recreation,
entertainment and cultural activities of the central business district
directly, but should also spill over into other locations within the
eentral business district and increase its capacity to fulfill all
of the functional activities.
The present study involved looking at the performance of the
five functions as they were before revitalisation started in Downtown
Norfolk and the changes that have occurred since Waterside opened in
June 1933*

The goal was to determine to what extent the functions

have expanded and whether or not Waterside played a role in these
changes.

A summation of the specific problems, needs and goals of

the functional activities as cited in the reports leading up to the
Downtown Norfolk 1990 Plan is presented here so that the findings
discussed later can be put into a historical context.
In 1976 a pedestrian mall was constructed in the retail district
of the downtown area.

Granby Nall did help to some degree by improv

ing the physical environment, but did not significantly help the
retail sales for the eentral business district.

Granby Nall

received only limited market support from the lower income households
located in the surrounding areas and to an even lesser extent from
downtown employees. This downtown retail center was lacking in both
merchandise mix and the critical mass necessary to attract shoppers
and to compete with the suburban shopping centers.

(Downtown Plan

Study Team, 1981:9*0

Granby Mall was the only retail area in the

eentral business district accounting for the overall retail function.
Granby Mall alone could not compete with the suburban shopping
centers and this created one of the major problems in the retail
function.

With the declining tax base in the central business dis

trict, retail trade needed to gain a larger portion of the market.
To do this, two things could be done.

New retail magnets might be

located in the central business district to supplement Granby Mall—
magnets that would pull patronage from a regional market.

Specialty

merchandising in a downtown center could offer shoppers something
different than what is found in the suburban shopping center.

En

claves of shops could offer many specialty items and create a pull
towards downtown.

A second recommendation was to locate non-retail

magnet8 in the area that would draw people downtown.
people become potential shoppers.

Once downtown,

Planning for retail trade included

a continued effort to upgrade Granby Mall, the development of a major
retail magnet of specialty shops and mixing smaller shops throughout
the central business district in office buildings, hotels and con
dominiums.

The intended outcome would be an increase in retail pa

tronage and an increase in the downtown tax base,
jj

The living area function like the retail function was very

marginal.

Prior to the 1970's the West Freemason Historic District

was the only residential area located in the central business dis
trict.

During the time that the 1990 reports were being drawn up

the Freemason Harbour Redevelopment Project was started with the
construction of twenty townhouses.

This development was slow because

there was a lack of interest and faith in downtown housing.

Con

struction was halted for several years during the end of the 1970's.

Although projects like the Freemason Harbour Project are risky
due to the lack of an obvious market for downtown housing, this was
cited as an "essential ingredient" of Norfolk's revitalization.
(Hamer, et al., 1979s 1-13)

This is because housing provides con

sumer support for the retail function of the central business dis
trict, it supports an expanding office development and it would
provide a buffer use for the vacant land adjacent to the Historic
District.

Nationally, changing life styles reflected in an increasing

number of singles, young childless couples, and empty nesters are
beginning to create a market that is potentially attracted to down
town housing.
Recommendations for the living area function suggested a con
tinuation of the Freemason Harbour Redevelopment Project to include
30 acres of abandoned rail yards along the waterfront.

Quality

housing, including single family dwellings, condominiums, and apart
ments, should seek to draw on this market of singles, professionals,
and downtown employees.

It was felt that by attracting middle class

and upper class households the living area function could best con
tribute support to the other functions.

Besides the mix of housing

types, there would also be a mixing of commercial use.

Both housing

and commercial uses would be oriented to the waterfront.
The central work place function has in the past been strong,
even though there has been decentralization in this function also.

The city governmental offieee are located in the central business
district along with many professional, business and financial organi
zations.

The development that took place in the 1970's added new

office space in the financial district, but even more space could
be utilized if revitalization continued in the other Sanctions.

In

the Hampton Roads area there are no counties; rather, it is a metro
politan area which contains several individual cities with their own
downtown areas.

Therefore, Norfolk does not serve a large area

as the one financial and governmental center.

For this reason, if

the eentral work place function is to increase, efforts must concen
trate on attracting regional and national headquarters.

Any expan

sion of office space would have to incorporate environmental
upgrading of the area, expansion of other functions, and aggressive
promotional campaigns.

To attract headquarter offices and profes

sional offices, the area must look appealing and offer a wide range
of amenities such as restaurants, entertainment, hotels, and housing.
The meeting place function of Norfolk's downtown has also suf
fered from the lack of amenities.

In order to attract quality

hotels, a downtown must offer an environment and activity that will
support that hotel.

During the 1970's the overall performance of the

downtown hotels was poor.

A major problem was that large convention

activity could not be promoted although the Scope convention center
provided the necessary meeting facilities.

There were not enough

hotel rooms in the central business district to accommodate large
numbers of conventioneers.

Yet without a combination of convention,

commercial, and tourist business the hotels cannot meet their own
occupancy rates*

Hotel space cannot expand until additional supports

are reasonably secure.

Supports include restaurants, night clubs,

entertainment, and other activity.

Large scale conventions cannot

be booked until hotel space is provided.

This is a very good example

of how different activities support and at the same time depend on
one another.

During the transition period as the functions expand,

older hotels can be renovated and existing hotels can add space.
The recreation, entertainment and cultural function is a very
important support function for housing, office development, hotel
development and retail trade.
ment facilities.

Downtown Norfolk had few entertain

Scope brings in concerts and sporting events, but

this is not an ongoing activity.

The Chrysler Museum, Chrysler Hall,

and the MacArthur Memorial have some appeal, but it is very limited.
Special events are also held on an annual basis.

Before revitaliza

tion started there were two such events, Harborfest and the
In-tbe-Water-Boat-Show.

All of the facilities and events had minor

impact on the level of sustained people activity and the ability to
help bring people into the central business district.

They offered

very little support for the other city functions.
These activity functions found in Norfolk's central business
district form the major focus for change through revitalization in
that'city.

The findings that are presented in Chapter III identify

changes in each Individual function, the interrelationships among
the functions and the key functions that emerge from revitalization.

Chapter IV puts the findings and revitalization into a functionalist
perspective with discussion of the outcomes of revitalization and the
possibility for using the concepts of manifest and latent functions
as a way to analyze the outcomes of revitalization.

CHAPTER II
METHODOLOGY

An exploratory study of a single ease ean provide detailed
insights into the phenomenon studied.

By remaining flexible in the

research design and in the data gathering process the researcher may
build on to the information base as it is received.

Redireetions in

the study may be made as new insights are acquired.

The ultimate

goal of this process is to generate precise measurements and testable
hypotheses about the phenomenon.

An exploratory study is concerned

with gaining an understanding of a phenomenon, but consideration of
>

the research design, formulating research questions, gathering the
appropriate types of data and the problems related to the validity
of the findings are of primary importance.

These methodological

considerations are addressed in this chapter.
The approach taken in this study is one in which the central
business district as the subject matter is analyzed by looking at the
activity functions.

An understanding of how revitalization affects

these activities should provide us with an understanding of the
system.

The major research questions that have guided this research

are outlined below.
1.

What are the changes in each activity function resulting
from the revitalization introduced in the City of
Norfolk?

.
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2.

How are the activity functions related to one
another? How do they support and depend on
one another?

3*

Can any of the activity functions be identified as
a key function— one that seems to be a focus of
revitalization and necessary for the expansion of
the other functions?

k. What role has Waterside t A Festival Marketplace
played in the revitalization process?
3* What are the outcomes of revitalization? Can
they be categorized as manifest (official)
and/or latent?
The question of research validity is important and attempts
to deal with this question have been incorporated into this study
by way of triangulation. (Denzin, 1970) Multiple triangulation is
one strategy that allows the researcher to be more confident and
accurate in the information gathered and.in the findings set forth.
This research uses two forms of triangulation: methodological and
data souroes.
Methodological triangulation uses two or more methods to study
the same phenomenon.

In doing so the researcher hopes to balance

the strengths and weaknesses of the various methods being used.

The

primary method for this research is secondary analysis of documents,
newspaper articles, plans, consultant reports and agency reports.
To balance this method, informal interviews were conducted to add
to the information and to verify information found in the various
reports.
The second type of triangulation that was used is that of
multiple data sources.

Here the researcher uses as many data sources
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as possible and feasible.

Within the scope of the secondary analy

sis , reports came from various sources including reports done by city
agencies, outside consultants, newspaper articles from the city
newspaper and other newspapers outside the city and the state.

In

formation was gathered not only from city agencies but from developers
as well.

Data were acquired from Baltimore city agencies engaged in

similar revitalization activities.
involved 'the same pattern.

Triangulation in interviewing also

Interviews were conducted with individuals

connected with representatives of city agencies, agencies related to
the city, regional agencies and developers which were party to the
revitalization effort.
Once deciding on Norfolk* 8 revitalization project as the subject
area to be studied, the geographic area to be considered in this
study had to be delineated.

Downtown Norfolk, depending on the

definition used, can include a vast amount of land area.

For this

research* however, our definition of downtown includes only that area
referred to as the central business district.

The central business

district includes five core sectors; Scope, Granby Mall, South Granby,
R-8, and the Financial District; and five frame sectors, West Free
mason, Freemason Harbour, South Waterfront, Omni and the Civic Center.
(See Appendix 1sb)
The starting point for this research was a review of the histori
cal documentation regarding this geographic area.

Historical accounts

are necessary since we are interested in change and the process of
land use transitions.

In surveying the historical documentation such
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as city histories, city reports, planning reports and newspapers,
four areas were considered.
1.

the nature of the changes as recorded.

2.

the difficulties and directions in the transition.

3*

the overall conditions associated with the
changes occurring in the environment.

4.

the various social, economic and political
processes by which the alteration took place.
(Lynch and Rodwin, 1958:202)

Such consideration provides the context to understand why, when
and how important events took place.

What led up to the revitali

zation that is of interest in this study? With this background
information names, places, changes, and problem areas are identi
fied, which in turn are useful in uncovering transitions in the
functioning of the city.
This preliminary survey of historical documentation led to the
identification of the activity functions that serve as the backbone
of this study.
research design.

Such data also make possible a before-and-after
A temporal sequence is useful to see how each

function changed over a specific period of time and to see if the
changes in one of the functions occurred before changes started in
the other functions.

By uncovering these functions we had an initial

understanding of the elements involved in revitalizing Norfolk's
central business district.
The activity functions that are the primary consideration in
revitalizing the central business district, and examined in this
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research, are as follows i
Retail Function— the central business district as
a retail complex and shopping center.
Living Area Function— the central business district
as a residential area.
Central Work Place Function— the central business
district as an office and financial center; and
employment center.
Meeting Place Function— the central business district
as a place for hotel and motel development! and expanding
convention and tourist trade.
Recreation, Entertainment and Cultural Function— the
central business district as a place for visual and
performing arts; historical sites, museums; a variety
of recreational, entertainment and cultural activities;
and special events.
Norfolk's revitalization program has looked to these functions that
have in the past been present in the central business district and
from this base has expanded the area's capacity to provide these
functions. These activity functions are interrelated and dependent
on one another, expansion in one function may accelerate growth in
the others. (Downtown Flan Study Team, 1981x17)
The functions now identified must be defined operationally in
order to measure the changes that occurred in them.

For each function

measurable indicators are identified so that quantitative datacan be
gathered.

Statistical data for each of the following were soughtto

ascertain the changes in the functions s
RETAIL FUNCTION
1.
2.

total retail space (floor space)
gross retail sales (sales ta^Amsiness license receipts)
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LIVING AREA. FUNCTION
1.
2.
3*
4.
5*

total number of housing units and type
new residents or households
occupancy rates
property values
selling prices or rental eosts

CENTRAL WORE PLACE FUNCTION
1.
2.
3*

number of people employed in the central business district
number of businesses and type of business
floor space

MEETING PLACE FUNCTION
1. number of hotels and motels
2m number of rooms available
3* hotel/motel occupancy rates
4* convention visitor rates
3* tourism rates
RECREATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL FUNCTIONS
1.
2m
3*
4.
3*

number
number
number
number
number

and use of historical sites
and use of saiseums
and type of special attractions
of special events
and use of restaurants and clubs

Statistical information regarding these indicators would provide us
with quantitative data illustrating changes in each of the activity
functions •
In downtown revitalization the visible changes are in the physical
man-made environment.
environment.

Man is both the creator and the user of his

These changes in the physical environment are directly

related to the activity functions as we have listed them.

A change

in the physical environment is made in order to effect one or several
of the functions.

For example, if an office building is constructed

in the downtown area this is done for the purpose of creating addi
tional office space.

The intention is to expand the eentral work

place function of the central business district.

It may be argued

that the developer's and the contractor's intention for the construc
tion of an office building is primarily for personal profit.
ever,

How

when studying downtown revitalization the analysis can be

taken to a higher level than that of individual actors.

This is

not to say that the individuals involved in the revitalization pro
cess don't have personal motives and goals.

For the purpose of this

research the level of analysis is geared towards the systemic pro
cesses.

In taking a functionalist approach we are concerned with the

system and its functions.

The city agencies and individuals therein,

act on behalf of the city by following the plans set for that city.
So when city council and other responsible agencies hire a developer
to construct an office building this action is on behalf of the city
for the purpose of expanding its central work place function.
This research design incorporates a before-stimulus-after
frame.

This was done to find the relationship between the changes

that occur in the activity functions and revitalization.

The stim

ulus point is taken as the first major project implemented in Nor
folk's revitalization program; that is Waterside.

In order to

implement this research design, data for the functional indicators
were sought for the years 1976, 19&) and 1984.
is significant.

Each of these years

The year 1976 was the point in time in which the

first consultant reports were done to uncover problem areas in the
central business district and to make recommendations to correct
those problems.

In 1980, discussions of the waterfront development

started to congeal into plans and commitments.

June, 1984 was the

one year anniversary of the opening of Waterside and Town Point Park.
A combination of newspaper articles, consultant reports done
for various city agencies, the Downtown Norfolk 1990 Plan and a
report conducted by the Downtown Plan Study Team for the Department
of City Planning provided much of the needed information concerning
the level of development in the activity functions for 1976 and 1980.
These sources provide information concerning the problems, needs and
goals for the functions for the central business district.

Although

the reports were done in different years, the findings were consis
tent.

Finding consistent types of statistical information proved

to be difficult especially for the most recent year of 1984.

These

problems of data collection are discussed in depth in Appendix 2.
Informal interviews with individuals who were involved with
the revitalization of Downtown Norfolk provided the most compre
hensive data.

Again, these interviews failed to turn up statis

tical information for the functional indicators except in a very
selective fashion.

These interviews did provide valuable quali

tative data about Norfolk's revitalization and the activity functions.
The interviews themselves took on a kind of snowball turn.

Once one

individual was contacted he or she would provide the names of several
other agencies and individuals to contact.

Agencies ranged from

those of the City of Norfolk, regional planning agencies, private
development companies and agencies in other cities that have under
gone similar revitalization.

The following is a listing of the
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agencies consulted and the number of individuals within each agency
that were interviewed.

Those individuals with agencies outside the

City of Norfolk were contacted through the mail.
Department of Development
City of Norfolk

(3)

Department of City Planning
City of Norfolk

(k)

Norfolk Redevelopment and
Bousing Authority

(3 )

Office of the Coonissioner of
Revenue, City of Norfolk

(3 )

Downtown Norfolk Development
Corporation

(1)

Norfolk Convention and Tourist
Bureau

(1 )

Southeastern Virginia Planning
District Commission, Norfolk

(1)

The Enterprise Development Company,
Inc. Columbia, Maryland

(1 )

Baltimore Office of Promotion and
Tourism. Baltimore, Maryland

(1 )

Each individual was shown a list of the five functions and
the indicators developed for these functions, a list similar to
the one found on pages 23 and 2k of this chapter.

The individual

was also given a brief overview of the research and research
questions.

The review of the historical data helped to focus each

individual interview on those areas or functions about which the
interviewee was most knowledgeable.

So while there was general

discussion on revitalization in Norfolk each interview focused
primarily on that individual's area of expertise.

Those interviewed

were told that both statistical data on the functional indicators
and any qualitative information concerning the functions would be
of use in this research*

The qualitative data took on many forms:

the discussions themselves, fact sheets and agency reports.

The

qualitative data primarily illustrated revitalization activity; past,
present and future, which helped to delineate changes that have
occurred in the functions and the trends indicating future changes.
Once the functional changes were discussed, Waterside was brought into
the conversation— Waterside’s role in the revitalization of Downtown
Norfolk and the specific manner in which it directly affected the
function associated with the interviewee.

Since Waterside was only

one year old at the time of this research very little actual research
had been done by the city agencies to measure its effects statis
tically.

Generally, however, those interviewed had what may be regard

ed as expert knowledge of the phenomenon being studied.

At the time

of this research these informants could point to changes in the
functions and state the role that Waterside had played in revitaliza
tion.

Qualitative data coming out of such interviews with individuals

directly involved with the process or phenomenon are of extreme value
to those doing sociological research.

CHAPTER III
FINDINGS: CHANGES IN AND
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AMONG
CITY FUNCTIONS

In order to find out what changes have occurred within each
activity function both qualitative and quantitative data have been
used.

Revitalization in Norfolk started with the construction of

Waterside which opened a year ago$ because of this short time span
many of the changes noted in the functions are in their emergent
phases and reflect new trends just beginning in the central business
district.

Data will be presented showing the changes that have

occurred in the five activity functions over the past several years.
This chapter will discuss these changes, the interrelationships
among the functions and Waterside1a role in the revitalization
prooess.

The findings show new trends starting in the central

business district and definitive interrelationships among the
functions as being both supportive and dependent.
THE RETAIL FUNCTION
The important changes in the retail function have been largely
qualitative rather than quantitative.

Tables 1 and 2 show that the

retail function in 1979 already had reached the maximal retail space
29.
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use for the downtown area.

Since that time retail space has fluc

tuated; however, the distribution of space throughout the downtown
area has changed.

Granby Mall which had been the retail district,

containing the 1,000,000 square feet of space, has declined*

While

new retail space has been created throughout the central business
district, the largest recent concentration in retail space is
attributed to Waterside, which contains 79*000 square feet of retail
space*
A 1976 study analyzing the potential for revitalizing Granby
Mall suggested that the retail space on the Mall be reduced from one
million square feet to about 800,000 square feet.

Doing this would

achieve a much more concentrated and cohesive retail environment.
(Gladstone, 1976i4)

This report also suggested that the Mall combine

retail, service and entertainment uses.

Adding to the primary retail

function, services, restaurants, theaters and small specialty shops
would help extend the market potential beyond the local low income
clientele to other Hampton Roads residents and pull in a greater
percentage of the downtown employees.
The decline in sales for Granby Mall occurred in the general
merchandise and department stores, which had been in the past the
strongest type of retail trade.

The apparel and accessory stores had

the highest rate of return on the Mall in 1975* (Table 3 ) These types
of retail stores are more successful if they concentrate on a limited
number of styles and stress merchandise that is not offered in other
retail outlets.

Services and convenience stores had also been more

successful in productivity when compared to the traditional general
merchandise store. (Table 3)

The decline in productivity for the

TABLE 1

EXISTING DOWNTOWN SPACE IN 1979

Use_____
Residential

Approximate Space
*

200

(Units)
Hotels

820

(Rooms)
Retail

1,000,000

(Square Feet)
Office

2,600,000**

(Square Feet)

Figure does not include rooms in residential hotels,
'YMCA or Union Mission.
Hfr
Figure does not include offloe space in the Civic
Center Complex*
Source t Downtown Flan Study Team Report and the Department
of City Planning, "Downtown Norfolk t A General
Development Plan for Downtown Norfolk", June, 1981 *

TABLE 2
POTENTIAL FOR DOWNTOWN SPACE
Use_____________ Low Range
Residential

High Range

900-1200

1200-1500

600-800

800-1000

3 0 0 ,000 -500,000

500,000-1,000,000

500,000-1,000,000

1,000,000-2,000,000

(Units)
Hotels
(Rooms)
Retail
(Square Feet)
Office
(Square Feet)
Recreation,
Entertainment
and Cultural
Attractions

Sources

Not Estimated

Downtown Plan Study Team Report and the Department
of City Planning, "Downtown Norfolk: A General
Development Plan For Downtown Norfolk?, June, 1981
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general merchandise and department stores can be explained by the
suburbanization of shoppers and shopping centers.

We have already

noted that suburban shopping centers are perceived as more convenient
and attractive places to shop than the downtown area.

General

merchandise and department stores are found in the suburban areas
so there is no pull from there to the downtown area for this type of
shopping.

Creating differences with the suburban shopping center is

the only way to compete for the retail trade.

All of this argued for

a turn toward specialty shops, services and unique restaurants
located in the central business district.
A survey of specialty shops found in other cities point to some
of the advantages of this type of retail in the downtown areas.
(Gladstone, 1976* A-1) Unique merchandise and a distinctive atmos
phere can serve a regional market.

These shops do not compete

directly with suburban shopping centers, which are geared to tradi
tional merchandise. Customers will come to the central business
district if something different is offered.

Together small business

merchants can create enough mass so that a department store is not
needed to anchor the retail area as had been necessary in the past.
Specialty retail areas usually feature many eating and drinking
establishments and outdoor public areas provide sites for holding
events.
Statistics from the city's business license file show that few
actual changes have occurred on the Mall.
establishments has declined.

Overall, the number of

Even though there has been this decrease

the amount of gross receipts has increased, thereby, indicating a
healthier business climate on the Mall.

While inflation accounts

TABLE 3

SALES LEVELS AND PRODUCTIVITY RATES
RETAIL STORES ON GRANBY MALL
1975
RETAIL CATEGORY
------------General Merchandise & Apparel

„
T
Gross Leasable
Area in Sq« Ft*

^
J,
Sales Productivity
(000's) Per Sq, Ft*

General Merchandise Stores

350,000

$15*400

$44

Apparel and Accessory Stores

133*000

$ 9*600

$72

Subtotal/Average

$25,000

Convenience Stores & Services
Food

6,000

Drug
Eating andDrinking
Services andMiscellaneous

15,000
84,000

$21,000

$66

213,000

Subtotal/Average
Total/Average

Sourcei

$57 *50

Gladstone and Associates, "Granby Mall Revitalization
Strategy", adapted from Merchant Survey conducted
December, 1975*
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for some of the increases, the changes in Granby Mall are significant.
The decline in the number of establishments, the stabilization of
gross retail sales, and the increase in gross receipts are indicative
of the trends toward the survival of the fittest. (Table 4)

The

trend in retail sales may be accounted for by the fact that Granby
Mall is becoming more service-oriented.

Such services include personal

services, professional services and government related services, both
city and federal*

Granby Mall has continued to upgrade its environ

ment and has started to develop a mix of establishments*

This mix in

land use is illustrated by the over $6 mill ion in private investment
that is being used to renovate buildings on the Mall for predominant
ly office space while utilizing the ground floor levels as retail
space* (Department of Coonunications and Marketing, 1985*4)

The

specialty shop enclave that was promoted in the 1976 Gladstone study
for Granby Mall has been absorbed by Waterside rather than by Granby
Mall proper.
Retail is the hardest function to reintroduce to the downtown
area, but it is a very essential part of that area.
downtown can help to support the other functions.
be successful in bringing people to the area*

Retail in the
To do this it must

The difficulty in

bringing retail back to the central business district stems directly
from suburban shopping centers offering convenience and attractiveness
to shoppers.

To counter this problem of competition downtown retail

is turning towards specialty retailing.
of the solution.

This is, however, only part

Public attitude and the image of the central

business district must also change.

The Rouse Company uses the

TABLE 4

GRANBY MALL:

Gross
Receipts______

BUSINESS LICENSE AND SALES

Number of
Establishments

Gross
Retail Sales

1979

*4 2 ,283,265

238

*29,459,221

1980

*47,853,978

206

*32,599,515

1981

*51,749,596

204

*32,438,899

1982

*55.795.553

199

>30,301,899

Source:

Information compiled from the Business License
File, Department of City Planning, 1985 *
Norfolk, Virginia.
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vehicle of a large scale project which not only offers shopping and
a festival atmosphere, but the desirable qualities consumers find
in the suburban shopping center— safety, attractiveness, convenience
and accessibility.

The Waterside project is meant to convey this

new image to the public.
Waterside has created new retail space in the downtown area.
The completed Phase I contains 79*000 square feet of retail space,
the majority of which is devoted to specialty shops and food related
services.

Phase II, to be built in 1986 will contain 100,000 square

feet of commercial space. (Urban Land Institute, 1984) Waterside is
not meant to compete with Granby Mall, but rather to support and to
be complementary to the Mall.

Granby Mall still contains general

merchandise and specific service-oriented destinations, whereas
Waterside is oriented to specialty and impulse buying.

Retail is

expected to improve on Granby Mall as a result of continued upgrading
of merchandise and as beneficiary of the increasing numbers of people
coming to the downtown area because of Waterside and other attractions
and developments.
Waterside is creating a new market for the downtown area.

It

includes downtown employees, Hampton Roads residents and tourists.
Much of Waterside's business involves impulse buying.

People go

there to see what is going on rather than to go shopping, but most
people also purchase something while they are there.

Results of a

consultant's survey conducted in August, 1983 found that more than
80 percent of the visitors buy at least a snack while at Waterside.
(The Virginian-Pilot and Ledger Star, 1984c)

This trend of

Waterside as an entertainment, impulse buying establishment can be
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seen when looking at the eity's revenues from Waterside. (Table 5 )
The food and beverage sales account for most of Waterside's business.
Since Waterside opened, other retail establishments have opened
pointing to another trend in retail for the downtown area.

An

example of this trend in retail is the Selden Arcade which is located
in the financial district and in close proximity to Waterside.

It

is a high quality retail complex serving the upper middle class to
upper class consumer.

There are quality clothing stores, a restau

rant and a private social club.

There is also a mix of services

such as a beauty shop, carpet shop, furniture store and a computer
center.

Some stores have left the Arcade, an indication that Norfolk

is not yet ready for their line of apparel; but most tenants say
that business is good. (The Virginian-Pilot and Ledger Star, 1984a)
The waterfront development has helped make this type of business
possible by bringing people downtown every day of the week.
There are two major trends in downtown retailing.

The first is

the expansion of retail throughout the central business district
rather than concentrated on Granby Hall.

Large and small retail

enclaves of shops are mixed throughout the financial district, the
Granby Street area and the waterfront area.

Parking garages, hotels

and office buildings that are being planned will include retail
areas within their structures.

A second trend is the change in the

merchandising from traditional and general merchandise to the unique,
specialty merchandise.

Merchandise is also being upgraded to appeal

to and attract not only the low income consumer, but also the middle
and upper income consumer.
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THE LIVING AREA FUNCTION
If you look at Tables 1 and 2 you will see that there is great
potential for growth in the living area function.

In 1979 there were

only 200 residential units in the central business district.

As

mentioned in Chapter I, this function is essential to the revitali
zation of Horfolk* a central business district.

A residential

population base provides support for the retail market, helps to
support the central work place function and could work as a buffer
zone between

the Historic District and the commercial development

along the waterfront. (Hammer, et al., 1979*1-^)

As with the retail

function, the trend in new residential development is to attract the
middle and upper income households.

It is felt that by attracting

the higher income households greater support will be given to the
other downtown functions.

The people who are now moving into the

downtown area cite as their reasons the attraction of the harbor,
to be near downtown entertainment and to be close to work.
Included in the Freemason Harbour Project are Harbour Place,
Freemason Harbour Condominiums and Freemason Harbour Townhouses.
(See Appendix14c) Harbour Plaee is the renovation of the Boush Cold
Storage Warehouse into 73 condominiums. Freemason Harbour Condo
miniums includes 90 units and 30 boat slips on Pier A and the Dunmore
Warehouse.

Freemason Harbour Townhouses is the continuation of the

20 built in 1976; 170 have now been completed or are under
construction.

Sinee 1976 interest in downtown housing has increased.

Residential units which used to be hard to sell are now being sold
rapidly.

Within 60 days of the announcement of Harbour Place

TABLE 5

WATERSIDE TAX RECEIPTS

Waterside Tax Receipts:

June 1, 1983 - December 3 1 , 1983

Food and Beverage T a x ....................... $343 >579 -00
City 1% Sales T a x ...........................$ 64,300.00
(excluding food and beverage)
Business License Tax
(gross receipts)

.......................

$ 47,900.00

Actual City Revenue Total ....................

$457,779-00

Source:

Department of Communications and Marketing, 1984a.
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construction, all 75 units were sold sight unseen.

Construction of

housing in the Freemason area of downtown will continue beyond these
first three projects.

In 1985f construction will begin on yet

another project, one that is meant not only to attract the middle
and upper classes but one that will also mix within close proximity
several activities.

The Efordock Development Company will develop the

project which will include a 117 unit high rise residential building,
a 136-room luxury hotel, a parking garage, a 240 slip marina, a
restaurant and retail space. (Department of Communications and
Marketing, 1985 *3)
The new construction in the downtown area has also encouraged
renovation of apartment buildings.

Several have been renovated

within close proximity of Freemason Harbour.

Once the Freemason

Harbour Project is complete in 1990 there will be an estimated 880
residential units.

This project plus renovations will greatly in

crease the central business district population, a population
comprised of middle to upper income residents.

Within five years

the image of downtown housing has changed from a very negative and
risky venture to a positive investment for developers and residents.
THE WORK PLACE FUNCTION
Norfolk is considered the financial eenter for the southern por
tion of Hampton Roads.

The population of Norfolk has stabilized, but

population growth in Virginia Beach has been steadily increasing.
Many residents of Virginia Beaeh come to Norfolk to work.

Tables 1

and 2 show that the office space element of the central work place
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function in Norfolk has already exceeded its high range potential.
Much of the office space development took place between 1968 and
1982 .

Daring this time several financial institutions located their

main office in buildings in the Norfolk eentral business district.
(Table 6 ) In addition to development in the financial district, the
Civic Center was built which houses the eity's governmental agencies
and offices.

As in many cities, the eentral business district has

turned towards providing services, financial and administrative
activities rather than the traditional manufacturing activities.
Although Norfolk's eentral business district has reached its
potential for growth in the function during the 1970 *a, goals were
set for further development in the 1980 *8 . The past few years have
seen an increase in renovating old buildings for office space. (See
Appendix 4b)

Some of these buildings were already in use, but through

renovating the owners hope to attract an even higher, percentage of
businesses.

Because office space is plentiful in the central business

district, planning for this function has turned towards specific
needs.

The city is now competing with other cities for regional, state

and national headquarters.
several reasons.

This type of development is desirable for

Headquarter, offices bring people.to the area both

to live and work, and to come to the area for business trips.

A

downtown which houses a headquarter office for a large company
receives publicity it may not otherwise get.

A final contribution

of the office headquarter is that it tends to create an image of
stability and progress in the downtown area.
In order to attract regional, state and national headquarter
offices a central business district must be environmentally

TABLE 6

MAJOR NEW OR RENOVATED BUILDINGS
IN THE NORFOLK CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
1968-1982
YEAR OF
CONSTRUCTION

BUILDING

LEASKABLE
AREA

1968
1969
1969

Virginia National Bank
United Virginia Bank
Bank of Virginia
Total

260,000
230,000

1976
1976
1978
1978
1979

New Royster Building
First Virginia Bank
Franklin Building
201 Granby Mall
Federal Building
Total

227,000

Mutual Federal
Montieello Arcade
Wheat/Citizens Trust
Adams, McCabe, Lester
101/Helena
International Merchandise
McKevitt
Cynet Communication
Total

1979
1980-81
1980-81
1980
1980
1980
1981
1981

1968-1982

Sources

GRAND TOTAL

46,400
536,400

111,600

39,000
63,200

275,810
716,610
30,000

59,600
59,000
3,000

20,000
40,000
15,000

10,000
237,100

1 ,490,110

Adapted from table Included in "An Analysis of Southeastern
Virginia Office Markets Spaee Needs, Redevelopment Trends
and Future Prospects," Southeastern Virginia Planning
District Conmission, 1982. Norfolk, Virginia.

attractive.

Waterside has helped to upgrade the environment in the

downtown area.

Headquarters are also attracted to places where

development is taking place; they need to be near quality restaurants
and hotels.

In this way the central work place function gains support

from other city functions.

According to the Department of Development,

Waterside has helped promote Downtown Norfolk through its national
exposure gained by the media from Waterside4s association with James
House.

Several developments in this function have taken place since

Waterside opened.

As part of the waterfront development a local real

estate firm became involved in locating a World Trade Center Building
in Norfolk.

This building houses firms that are involved in inter

national business.

In 1985 the second phase of the World Trade Center

will add an additional 200,000 square feet of office space to the
downtown area.

Further new construction is planned for a 26 story

office building and parking garage to be completed in 1986.

This

office building will provide Class A office space with 390,000 square
feet of leasable space. (Department of Communications and Marketing,

19850)
Several headquarter offices have been attracted to Norfolk's
central business district since Waterside opened.

The Norfolk

Southern Corporation has established its headquarters in the
Virginia National Bank Building.

Land has been bought in the downtown

area for the construction of a three story building which will be
occupied by the Bank of the Commonwealth headquarters.

Dominion Bank

is relocating its headquarters in the new 26 story office building
occupying the first three floors.

Systems Management American

Corporation which presently owns the Rennert Building has bought the
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Maritime Towers and land to construct yet another building as the
means to create the Systems Management American Technical Center
which will be the largest of its kind in the United States. (Depart
ment of Communications and Marketing, 1985:4)
For the central work place function projects that have broken
ground or have been completely planned in the first several months
of 1985 will add an additional 750*000 square feet of offiee space
in Downtown Norfolk. (The Virginian-Pilot and Ledger-Star, 1985 )
The trend in the central work place function has been to attract
headquarter businesses to this space in order to help create an
image of stability and progress in the central business district.
Like the other functions it helps to support the others and is
dependent on the others.
THE MEETING PLACE FUNCTION
There are three components to the meeting place function of
the central business district.
and the tourist trade.

The hotels, convention activity,

When Waterside opened in June, 1983 there were

two hotels in the central business district, the Holiday Inn and the
Omni International, with a combined total of 820 rooms.

Before the

recent waterfront development, this was the maximum potential for
hotel space because of the lack of other activity to bring people
to the downtown area.

The hotels operated at approximately a 60

percent occupancy rate.

Now as the other downtown functions are

strengthened the hotels are experiencing an increase in occupancy
rates and space.

For June - August of 1983 the hotels were operating

at approximately an 80 percent occupancy rate.

For 1984, both the

Holiday Inn and the Omni International reported reeord occupancies.
An indication of this increase is found in the lodging tax increases.
For 1983 during the months of June - August this tax was up from the
previous year at margins ranging from 16*5 percent to 23*5 percent.
With these increases in hotel occupancy the Omni International Hotel
is planning to add more rooms and several of the older hotels have
renovated their buildings for additional hotel space.
for new hotel development is also good.

The potential

James Bouse stated at a

meeting in May 1984 that Downtown Norfolk would need two new hotels
within the next 5 years. (The Ledger-Star, 1984) The developer of
the World Trade Center intends to build as part of that complex a
luxury hotel by 1986 . Mentioned earlier in this chapter was the
residential/hotel complex to be constructed in the Freemason area.
If hotels expand to this degree, it is important that Norfolk
continues to increase commercial, tourist, and convention activity.
Convention trade is very important to the hotel business.

At this

point the downtown hotels are booked solid for the 1984 convention
season.
Convention activity for the City of Norfolk increased 25 percent
in 1984 from the previous year.

Convention activity for Downtown

Norfolk has also increased and could become even greater if more
rooms were available in the hotels.

The lack of hotel rooms has

meant that the Convention Bureau has had to turn away large conven
tions that were interested in Downtown Norfolk.

Overall, statistical

data show only a slight increase in convention activity because
convention activity is now operating at capacity.

Convention

activity is expected to increase in Downtown Norfolk once a new

hotel is located there.

One reason that interest in Downtown Norfolk

as a convention site has increased is the promotional leverage that
Waterside gives.

Waterside gives the Convention Bureau something

to sell to conventioneers who like to go to restaurants and to be
near entertainment.

Waterside has provided that and a positive

image for the central business district.

This increased activity

in Norfolk's downtown has allowed advertising campaigns to become more
aggressive because there is now something to sell.

National press

coverage of Norfolk increased in 1983 * appearing in 80 out-of-town
publications throughout the country.

Being known throughout areas

of the country and having a positive image has helped the central
business district attract conventions.
Waterside activity provides restaurants, shopping and enter
tainment.

This coupled with other Tidewater attractions helps to

create travel packages that were not available to Norfolk in the
past.

Waterside is expected to attract several million people to

the downtown area each year.

A certain percentage of those people

will be from out of town and will require overnight lodging.

City

wide tourism rates have increased since 1978 , from 650,000 to over
one million visitors per year.
An indicator of increased tourism in Norfolk's central business
district is the increase in bus tours.
tours.

In 1983 there were 455 such

In 1984 this figure more than doubled to 1000 bus tours.

These increases are attributed to the downtown development and the
Convention Bureau's concentration on this element of the market.
The important point here is that in the past Norfolk was only a day
trip stop; now it is an overnight destination. (The Virginian-Pilot
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and Ledger-Star, 1984b)
the hotel trade.
of

This change is important especially for

Each tour that stays overnight spends an average

(Department of Coimunications and Marketing, 1985*2)
In addition to Waterside'8 pull for the tourist trade, the

Cousteau Ocean Center will be added to the waterfront development
package by 1986.

This addition will increase tourist trade, hotel

occupancy and the length of time people will want to spend in the
area.

Tourism is growing because of the activity in the central

business district, aggressive ad campaigns and cooperation between
local tourism markets.
THE RECREATION. ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL FUNCTION
Waterside has expanded downtown's activity base in several ways.
First, it provides restaurant and retail space in a unique setting.
Since the construction of Waterside other businesses serving these
same types of activity have located throughout the central business
district.

Expanding the entertainment, recreational and cultural

function of the central business district gives people a reason to
go downtown and gives them something to do once they arrive.

A

second way that Waterside has expanded the activity base is through
the development of an organization called Festevents, Limited.

As

part of the development scheme designed by James Rouse, the city had
to Incorporate an organization to provide activity and special events
at Waterside.

The group of people who had been responsible for

planning Harborfest since 1976 were asked to form such an organiza
tion.

The Harborfest Committee had been strictly a volunteer group.

Festevents, Limited has a paid staff, a board made up of volunteers
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and a large network of volunteers. The events sponsored by Festevents,
Limited in conjunction with local businesses represent one of the
strongest pulls to the Waterside complex. (See Appendix Jc)

Table 9

shows the attendance averages for these events during the first year
(1985 ) as compared to similar group-sponsored events at Rouse's
developments in Boston and Baltimore.
Another possible indicator of change in the recreation, enter
tainment and cultural function would be change in other facilities
in the eentral business district other than Waterside.
8

Tables 7 and

show attendance and revenue comparisons for Norfolk's Scope and the

MacArthur Memorial.

The MacArthur Memorial and events at Scope have

seen increases in their attendance rates over the past three years.
Thus indicating that activity is increasing not only in the water
front area but throughout the central business district.

Two more

developments planned for the waterfront that are related to the
recreation, entertainment and cultural function are the Cousteau
Ocean Center that will provide educational activity and phase II
of Waterside which will add to the retail and restaurant activity
in the area.

Both projects are scheduled to open in 1986.

The findings as summarized in this chapter show that changes
have occurred in each of the activity functions over the past one
year period.

Through the revitalization process each function has

been expanded and strengthened by way of new developments, renova
tions and new investments in the physical environment.

In summarizing

the changes that have occurred reference has been made to how the
functions both support and depend on one another.

Physical plans for

TABLE 7
ATTENDANCE AND REVENUE
NORFOLK'S SCOPE
JUNE - AUGUST

Attendance at
ticketed events

1983

Gross ticket sales
(tax revenue to
the city)
Concession Revenue

1983

1982

1982

1983
1982

Source:

117>000
53,000

♦ 79 ,ooo
♦ 26,000
♦105,000
♦ 69,000

Department of Communications and Marketing, 1985 *

TABLE 8
ATTENDANCE COMPARISONS
MACARTHUR MEMORIAL

April 1984
April 1983

8,795
7,853

May 1984
May 1983

8,545
6,845

January - May 1984
January - May 1983

Source:

28,000
25,000

The Virginian-Pilot and Ledger-Star, 1984d

TABLE 9

FBSTEVENTSt ATTENDANCE COMPARISONS
Baltimore and Boston
Lunchtime Concerts
Weekday Evening
Concerts/Movies

(3

500
per week)

(1

1,000
per week, 2nd year)

(1

4,000
per week, 3 **d year)

(1

2,000
per week, Jrd year)

Weekend Concerts
Special Events
Visiting Ships

X

Total Average Per Week
8,500
(l-3 rd year)

Norfolk____
(2

300
per week)

1,250
(3 per week)
850
(2

per week)

3*250
12,550
9*330

Special Events: Totals for Waterside - 1983
Oetoberfest Weekend
25,000
New Year's Eve Festival
15*000
Halloween Party
6,000
Hayday on the Waterfront
4,000
Christmas Carolling
2,000

Harborfest Weekend Attendance
Estimates
1979
1981
1982
1983

1984

Source:

185,000
500,000
750,000
1 ,000,000
1 ,000,000

Information from Department of Communications and Marketing
and Festevents, Limited, 1984b*

Downtown Norfolk stated this dependency and the likelihood that
development in one of the activity functions would help to accelerate
the development in the other functions.

The interrelationship «nnng

these functions is more important than any one function alone.

The

support elements within this interrelation makes it difficult to
determine a causal relationship among the functions.

In this case

study, however, it is possible to identify the principal developments
chronologically.

Before the development of the 1980 *s,

Downtown

Norfolk had three generalized problem areas that needed to be
corrected before large scale revitalization could take place.

These

problems were the lack of activity downtown, the negative image of
downtown as an unsafe, seedy part of town and the continued decline
of the physical environment.

Waterside, as the first project in

the revitalization program, helped to mitigate all three of these
problems.

This in turn enhanced opportunities for improvement in the

other functional areas.
placet

The waterfront in Norfolk is now an active

activity at Waterside, Town Point Park and on the water.

Before the development of Waterside this geographic area was abandoned
and used only for parking.
downtown around.

Two things have helped turn the image of

With large numbers of people present in the area

during both daylight and night hours, there is a feeling of safety.
Secondly, the national press coverage of Waterside has been favorable.
The physical environment along the waterfront has been improved by
landscaping and by stabilizing the water's edge so that it can be
utilized.
A primary goal of Waterside has been to act as a catalyst for
further development in the central business district.

As it has been

pointed out in the discussion of the individual functions, especially
those involved with housing, hotel/convention and office development,
there could be no great strides taken in these areas without the
preliminary problems of safety, attractiveness and stability being
addressed and alleviated.

Quality housing cannot be sold in an area

that is in a state of decline economically, socially and environ
mentally.

Hotels will not locate in an area without the necessary

amenities in place to support their services.

A business headquarter

office building prefers a location that is a safe, attractive and
active center.

The waterfront development including Waterside,

Town Point Park and the water stabilization was the starting point
and a big step toward providing these necessary conditions, activity
and environmental upgrading.

Waterside's publicity helped to produce

a better image for Downtown Norfolk and with the new confidence came
new private investment in the central business district.
All five of the activity functions have experienced some level
of development and support one another.

Expansions in the meeting

place function (hotel occupancy, conventions and the tourist trade)
not only increase its capacity, but support retail, recreation,
entertainment and culture in the area as well.

Downtown housing

contributes to the consumer market for retail and entertainment
establishments.

Housing is also an important element of support for

the central work place function as close-in housing becomes quality
housing.

Individuals are beginning to see the advantages of living

close to their work place.

Aa more offices are located in the down

town area there are more downtown employees who are also consumers
for retail and entertainment establishments.

In studying revitalization in Downtown Norfolk and the changes
in the activity functions the recreation, entertainment and cultural
function has dearly been a key function in this process.

During the

first year of revitalization this function took the physical form of
Waterside and Town Point Park contributing significantly to the
enhancement of activity in the downtown area.

As we have learned from

these findings this function contributes necessary support for retail,
housing, central work place and the meeting place functions by
improving the environment and stimulating interest and activity in
the central business district.

CHAPTER IV

THEORETICAL AND COMPARATIVE
IMPLICATIONS
The findings presented in the previous chapter answer the
research questions concerning changes in the activity functions,
their interrelationships and have identified the key function involved
in Norfolk'8 revitalization project.

This chapter will expand on

this knowledge by using comparative data to better understand
revitalization and the role of festival marketplaces in this proeess
so that our findings can be placed in a larger context.

This chapter

will also look at the findings from a functionalist perspective
viewing the outcomes of revitalization in Norfolk as manifest or
latent.
Revitalization in a central business district with a declining
economy seeks to develop activity bases that will be most profitable
for that city.

This is achieved by upgrading the social and economic

activity throughout the entire environment. (Holcomb and Beauregard,
1981

*26 ) To do this the central business district must be made

attractive to investors and to the middle class population— a popu
lation that will circulate money in the downtown area.
Explanations fox the attainment of revitalization see societal
trends, economic changes and governmental intervention as contributors
to the movement back to the downtown areas.
55.

Social processes that were
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occurring during the 1970'8 contributed to downtown revitalization.
Some relevant trends that were in the making were the rising costs of
living in the suburbs, the slowdown in construction because of the
recession and the faet that older housing in the city was less
expensive.

There was also the emergence of a new urbane lifestyle.

Population composition was changing to inelude an increasing pro
portion of singles, the elderly and childless couples— all attracted
ae a group to the amenities of city living.

There were also changes

in the work force evidenced by an expansion of professional, admin
istrative and service-oriented workers whose work place is often
found in the central business district.

During this time period there

were also changes in government policies which helped to encourage
commercial reinvestment through tax breaks and other financial
incentives. (Holcomb and Beauregard, 1981:20)

Two crises were

occurring during the 1970 's which also encouraged the revitalization
movement in our cities.

First, was the decline in land values within

the city which in turn led to the second crisis of limited government
revenues.

These crises required new public and private investment

which was sponsored by a coalition of politicians and pro-growth
businessmen.

New development and the circulation of capitol from the

financial institutions increase the city land values and can revive
a city's tax base.
Societal trends, economic changes and governmental intervention
were all factors contributing to downtown revitalization in Norfolk.
Movement towards city living in Norfolk was not only a matter of the
high cost of suburban living and less expensive housing closer in
to the city, but & matter of land scarcity as well.

The waterways

surrounding much of the city and the expansion of Virginia Beach
meeting the Norfolk City boundaries put limits on the ability of
Norfolk to expand through annexation*
to be within existing city limits.

Therefore, any new housing had

The greatest evidence of resi

dential development is in the central business district or in close
proximity to the downtown area.

In Ghent, an area close to the

central business district, construction and rehabilitation of housing
started in 1975 and continues today.

The population of Ghent is of

young professionals and the value of land and housing in this area
has increased continually over the past nine years.

Housing in

Freemason Harbour is also populated by young professionals, childless
couples and singles*

Land and housing values have increased rapidly

over the past few years.

In Baltimore, where similar revitalization

has occurred, special attention has been given to housing for the
elderly in the downtown area* (Department of Housing and Commmity
Development, 1985*5)

The elderly make up a portion of that popula

tion attracted to the amenities found in the city*

This movement of

the population and housing towards the downtown area agrees with the
suggestion that societal trends, through a changing population
composition, have produced a push towards the city.
It has already been stated that Norfolk's downtown is a center
for administrative, financial and service organizations.
also coincides with the national trends*

This change

In the U* S* those employed

in the production of goods declined from 47 percent to 33 percent from
1929 to 1977* (Hoicomb and Beauregard, 1981:25)

Over the same period

of time those employed in the delivery of services increased from
55 percent to 68 percent*

The national trend for the work force is
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moving away from manufacturing because of automation and towards a
more service-oriented work force.
Government in both Baltimore and Norfolk created incentives to
downtown revitalization through low interest loans and tax breaks
to homeowners and businesses.

In both cities a public-private

partnership helped to rejuvenate their central business districts
through the development of a large scale commercial project.

Ibis

public-private partnership seeks to revitalize by coordinating
public improvements to stimulate private investment and development.
(The Urban Land Institute, 1984)

The urban renewal projects of the

1960'8 were administered through an urban renewal agency.

The

public-private partnerships found in the revitalization programs
today bring together developers, financial institutions, community
leaders, businessmen, city officials and city agencies, in an attempt
to involve a greater portion of the entire community.

In both

Norfolk and Baltimore the initial government step in commercial
development was a festival marketplace developed by a Rouse Company.
In Norfolk the developsient was Waterside implemented by the Enter
prise Company and in Baltimore the commercial project was Harborplace
developed by the Rouse Company in 1980 . Comparisons of Norfolk and
Baltimore can be useful beeause of the similarities between the
developments and because of the time differences in the two projects.
This difference in time allows us to make implications concerning
the trends that have been identified in the data collected in Norfolk.
Comparative data can help to clarify our findings and identify
trends in Downtown Norfolk that are just now beginning.

Some of the

similarities between Norfolk and Baltimore have already been mentioned.
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In addition ia the fact that Norfolk's waterfront development is
following to a large degree the physical development and planning
found in Baltimore.

Planning in both cities include a festival

marketplace, a World Trade Center, an oceanic exhibit, housing,
office space, hotels, restaurants and an organization responsible
for presenting continuous events on the waterfront.
things are in place in Baltimore.

All of these

In Norfolk some of these have

already been developed, are in the process of being developed or
will be in place within the next two years.

The major difference

in the revitalization for these two cities is that of scale.
Baltimore's is necessarily larger because that metropolitan area
is larger and can, therefore, support more than the Hampton Roads
area can support at this time.

The scale of a city is an important

consideration in revitalization. (Whyte, 19S0 ) Any development
plan in a city must not become so large that it cannot be supported
by the population that will use it.
In the functional data gathered from Norfolk the progressive
development and the identification of trends became apparent.

In

formation from Baltimore can shed light on these trends and give us
some ideas as to where Norfolk might be in development in the next
two to three years.

Promotional literature, newspapers and fact

sheets from Baltimore stress the increase in convention and tourist
activity in Baltimore's central business district.

We learned from

our /Norfolk data that this meeting place function is to some degree
problematic at this stage of development in Norfolk.

This is

because larger conventions cannot be booked for Downtown Norfolk due
to the lack of a sufficient number of hotel rooms.

On the other side
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of the coin, hotels do not want to loe&te in the central business
district until they are assured high occupancy rates.

Convention

activity in a central business district can be profitable because
money is coming in without the demand for additions in extensive
public services. (Holcomb and Beauregard, 1981*30)

The city gains

additional publicity which attracts other meetings, people and
investments •
In Baltimore, a new convention center has been built and there
has been an Increase both in hotel space and tourism.

All of this

has occurred since the construction of Harborplace in 1980 . As of
1983

there were 2220 hotel rooms in Baltimore's central business

district.

Presently, development in progress and development com

mitments will add 2332 additional hotel rooms within the next two
years. (Baltimore Convention Bureau, 1983 )
A tourist survey done in Baltimore's central business district
over the last three years by a Washington-based market researcher
shows that the number of summertime visitors who live outside the
city has doubled since 1980 . (The News American, 1984)

The survey

also included statistical information about the visitors.

Of the

visitors surveyed in 1983 * 40 percent were first time visitors and
60

percent were repeat visitors.

The average repeat visitor made

3.1 trips to the area during the year.
23

Also, of the visitors surveyed,

percent were Baltimore residents, 12 percent were residents of

Washington and 34 percent were from states other than Maryland,
Virginia, Pennsylvania and Delaware.

From 1981 to 1983 visitors

to the area grew from 4.23 million to 4.7 million with spending
up from $123 million to $223 million. (Baltimore Morning Sum, 1984)
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More than half of the visitors in 1983 stayed overnight spending
money on meals, rooms and visits to attractions and shops*

The

increase in Baltimore's travel Industry was higher than the national
average*

An important observation coming out of these surveys is

that there is "a steady maturing of the Inner Harbor as a major
tourist attraction"* (The News American, 1984)
What do all of these facts and figures mean in relation to
Norfolk?

Baltimore'8 convention and tourist industry has been

increasing as the development in Baltimore has increased.

Norfolk

is still in the first stages of development, so if development
continues as it is planned it seems safe to assume that the present
trends will continue and will follow to some degree that of Baltimore*
Conventions, tourism and the number of hotel rooms will continue to
grow over the next several years*

The next stages of development

for Norfolk include at least one additional hotel and the Cousteau
Ocean Center both of which should be completed by 1986 . To be success
ful in the tourist industry an area must have several attractions.
Presently, Norfolk has Waterside, but the addition of the Cousteau
Ocean Center will increase the number of attractions and the number
of visitors.

The Ocean Center is of significance because "it has

been touted as a worldwide tourist attraction".

(Southeastern

Virginia Planning District Commission, 1983*52)

This will increase

the number of tourists and the number of people coming from some
distance that will require overnight lodging.

The "synergism" (the

whole is greater than the sum of the parts concept) created by
Waterside and the Ocean Center being in close proximity to one
another has the potential to make the demand for downtown lodging
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properties very strong and create the need for a new hotel" •
(Southeastern Virginia Planning District Commission, 1983 *52 ) With
a maturing of Norfolk's waterfront through development and attractions
the problems now being seen in Norfolk* s convention and hotel business
will progressively dissolve.
Revitalization is a process whieh, to be effective, must take
into account the whole system (the central business district) and all
of that system's parts (the activity functions).

The functions are

interdependent and supportive of one another; they work together to
create the whole system.

They can maintain or they can create change

in the central business district.

The plans for Downtown Norfolk

assumed that the acceleration of one function through physical
development would be followed by the expansion of the other functions.
Strict time-ordered eause and effect relationships among the func
tions are diffioult to determine.

Waterside, while playing an

important role in revitalization, did not cause the changes in the
functions.

While it was the first major step in revitalization,
t

Waterside was followed by and coincided with other physical develop
ment in the central business district— development which includes
Town Point Park, the World Trade Center, the Freemason Harbour
Project and other retail activity.

Waterside, like Harbourplace,

played a role in revitalization, but it alone did not cause revital
ization.

Other factors such as societal trends, government incentives

and further activity changes are also important elements involved in
this process.

Our data show a covariation in the functions of the

city and their development as embodied in the physical forms.

As

noted in earlier chapters, Waterside created an environment that is
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attractive, one that la active and one that includes the amenities
needed for other development to occur.

Therefore, in Norfolk,

Waterside may be considered as serving a priority need by expanding
the recreation, entertainment and cultural function of the central
business district.

In the ease of revitalization the whole is greater

than the sum of its parts.
The functionalist perspective in sociology has helped to provide
a guideline so that the changes and functional relationships could
be identified and understood.

This perspective has directed the level

of analysis and the type of questions that have been asked.

In viewing

the process of revitalization on a systemic or functionalist level we
ask certain questions about the phenomenon.

Exploring the changes in

the functions and ultimately the consequential outcome of such
changes we are guided by questions such as: What functions are served
by the existence of this phenomenon that would not be served in its
absence? What role does this phenomenon play in the maintenance or
change in the setting? (Lofland, 1971*68)

In studying Downtown

Norfolk these questions focused our attention towards Waterside as a
catalyst for revitalization.

What are the changes in the city's

functions as a consequence of this development?

How do the smaller

elements of the setting contribute to change and what consequences
does such change have for the overall setting?

In this chapter and

in previous chapters it has been illustrated how Waterside and
physical development in the other functions contribute to change in
the central business district.
Simple observation told us that Norfolk's central business dis
trict had undergone physical change.

However, in order to understand

that change this research had to look at the system before revitali
zation started and after the process had begun.

Using a functionalist

perspective helped to bring about an understanding of the process and
the functional changes in the central business district.
This research utilized the functionalist perspective even further
by attempting to identify the manifest and latent functions or conse
quential outcomes of revitalization.

This was done to help examine

the effectiveness of the man-made environment in reaching its set
goals and to identify and to categorize the outcomes.
manifest and latent functions were defined.

In Chapter I,

For the purpose of this

research manifest functions are those outcomes that are officially
planned for.

Latent function refers to outcomes that occur and are

recognized, but were not officially planned for as a goal of revi
talization.

As suggested by Campbell's discussion, in a functional

ist analysis the focus should be on identifying goals and the
outcomes only as they ooeur on a systemic level. (1982 *38 ) From the
Norfolk data gathered the needs, goals and outcomes have been iden
tified.

As for the needs of the central business district and the

goals set forth in the plans for revitalization our findings of the
changes that have occurred in the activity functions show that these
specific outcomes of revitalization are manifest

That is the out

comes as they have occurred in Norfolk's central business district
concur with those plans as stated in the Downtown Norfolk 1990 Plan.
Because the consequential outcomes were officially planned for, then,
by definition they are manifest.

The goals associated with creating

an active and economically viable central business district in Norfolk
by way of strengthening and expanding the activity functions have or
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are in the process of being accomplished according to this study's
findings.
The data collected for this study focuses in on these officially
planned for goals and outcomes, but further observation, trend data
and comparative data point to the presence of and the possibility of
specific latent functions of revitalization.

In revitalizing a central

business district making it an active center changes that are un
planned for officially may occur.

For example, by creating more up

scale retail and housing in this area the type of crime and the type
of security measures taken may change.

Crimes such as burglary and

theft may go up simply because there is now more opportunity for them.
More serious crimes like murder and rape may go down because there are
more people present in the area, there is better lighting and the
police are more visible.

The increased attraction of the Elizabeth

River as a recreation area for boaters by way of the development of
boat slips and marinas along the waterfront has created increased in
water traffic that also needs to be regulated— in effort to control
speeding, drinking while operating a boat and illegal docking.

These

changes in the type of crime as an outcome of creating an active
center creates the need for additional regulations.

Police utilize

smaller vehicles to patrol certain areas; there are increased numbers
of security people who patrol the parking garages and buildings to
provide safety and the image of safety.
and patrol have also gained attention.

Boating safety, regulations
The outcome is a change in

type of security needed and used in a revitalized area.
Revitalization has also created an opportunity for increases in
community involvement.

Special events at Waterside, while coordinated
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by Festevents Limited, involve area businesses, ethnic groups by
way of festivals, and groups such as the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts and
church choirs.

Proceeds from events go to benefit area hospitals,

certain disease research or community projects.

The opportunity for

this type of involvement has increased through providing space and a
public forum.

These events also give local talent an opportunity to

perform through art shows and concerts.

Such opportunity has the

outcome of increasing community involvement and awareness.
Another latent outcome has been the increase in cooperation
between area cities.

For example, there is now an express bus line

which goes from the Virginia Beaeh Oceanfront Center to Waterside.
There is a river ferry boat that carries people from Norfolk's
Waterside to Portsmouth's Portside.

Their location across the river

from one another has led to an increase in cooperation and friendly
competition between these two cities.

There is coordination of

eoHsplement&ry events in both cities so that people can visit each
city on the same day.

Friendly competition is exhibited through the

annual Harbor Cup speedboat races on the river that pits teams from
Norfolk against teams from Portsmouth.

Norfolk has also gained

relationships with other places by becoming a harbor for tall mast
ships from places like Germany, England and Massachusetts.

Small

naval ships also dock at Waterside and offer tours which promote
goodwill between the navy population and civilian population in
Hampton Roads.

By taking this opportunity to develop friendly rela

tionships with places close by and far away, Norfolk can add to its
image as a good neighbor and affable host.

Studies that have been done on revitalization point out some
other possible areas where latent functions and their oonsequences
may be found.

Latent functions may be identifiable in the long term

outcomes of revitalization.

With revitalization so heavily geared

towards services, recreation, entertainment, employment and housing
for the middle olass, the poor can be pushed out to other parts of
the city.

This process of gentrification can be direct and physical.

The lower elasses can be pushed out of their homes and/or businesses.
In Norfolk, the land that has been developed through revitalization
has for the most part been vacant.
only as parking and pier space.

The entire waterfront area served

For this reason, development on

Norfolk's waterfront did not face the problems of displacement.
Housing in Norfolk's central business district was a function that
was almost nonexistent before revitalization.

The freemason Historic

District was the only residential area in the central business dis
trict and it has become part of the revitalization.

Some small

businesses in the downtown area of Norfolk have been displaced, but
many of them chose to remain in the central business district simply
by relocating to other parts of the area.

In both Norfolk and

Baltimore there were retail areas in place before revitalization
began that were concerned with the possibility of new commercial
space taking their patronage.

On Granby Mall in Norfolk merchants

were concerned with the effect that Waterside would have on their
businesses.

In Baltimore, Little Italy restauranteurs felt that the

addition of 12 store restaurants in the central business district as
part of the Harborplace complex would be detrimental to their
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business, (The Sun Scoop Journal, 1984)

Harborplace and Waterside

by bringing people into the downtown area have in the long run helped
other businesses in the area.

Therefore Little Italy and Granby Mall

stand to profit from revitalization.
Harborplace and Waterside both actively seek and encourage
minority owned businesses.

Harborplace created 2,300 jobs and pro

vided space for 100 shops.

Of the shops that were opened 21 are

blaek-owned. (The Sun Scoop Journal, 1984) Waterside created 1,300
jobs, a majority of them filled by minorities.
Waterside are also owned by minorities.

A number of shops in

So while the eoneerh for

physical gentrification is a very real one, the data collected here
illustrates that revitalization can be profitable to everyone, not
just the middle class.
physical dislocation.

Gentrification does not, however, have to be
A downtown area can become psychologically

middle and upper class by catering to these upper classes. (Holcomb
and Beauregard, 1981 *6 8 ) The lower classes can suffer from a
psychological push which is also a form of dislocation.
One other unofficial consequence that has been noted in Balti
more is the creation of a controlled environment. (Holcomb and
Beauregard, 1981 *62)

It is suggested that revitalization has taken

the traditional aspects of the urban environment, such as cafes and
markets, and has tamed that environment.

This consequence of revi

talization, a controlled environment, does exist in Norfolk.

An

element of control was discussed earlier in terms of security in an
environment that becomes active.

A controlled environment may have

both positive and negative aspects.

In Norfolk this controlled

environment has oreated opportunity idlere it did not exist before.

The waterfront area before revitalization was vacant; the only uses
that it may have had then that are not present now would be for
illegal uses.

One such use could have been perhaps as a place for

street people to sit or sleep.

For these people revitalization and

its outcome of a controlled environment could be perceived as
negative.

It has prohibited their behavior.

The opportunity created

by revitalization has been discussed as creating space for enter
tainment, recreation and leisure activities that now take place along
the waterfront.

So a latent function can be both positive and

negative depending on the perspective from which you view the conse
quence.

Changes in the physical man-made environment can create

opportunity and at the same time inhibit some types of behavior.
(Michelson, 1976:231)

On the systemic level, the revitalization of

the waterfront and the consequence of a controlled environment is
positive because activity has increased in that area that creates
profit for the city and support for the other functions.
This discussion of gentrification and a controlled environment
points to some areas where consideration may be focused in future
research concerned with the latent functions of revitalization.

This

research has found that an increase in activity within a physical
environment produces many consequences, manifest and latent.

Future

studies may find that in the long term many additional latent functions
may be identified as the outcome of revitalization.
This chapter has presented comparative data to put the revitali
zation and functional changes that have occurred in Downtown Norfolk
into a more comprehensive context.

This information has also clarified

the process and trends that take place in revitalization and has
allowed us to make some projections concerning Norfolk's future
revitalization.

An overview of the functionalist perspective as

used in sociology was also presented in order to illustrate how
sociological theory can act as a guideline for studying the
physical man-made environment and its consequences.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS
This exploratory study of Downtown Norfolk, by utilizing
qualitative and quantitative data has uncovered information to
further our understanding of revitalization.

The possible data

sources and perspectives that could be used to study this phenomenon
are many.

In this study, by approaching the subject area from a

functionalist perspective and by utilizing sociological methods the
scope of the study was narrowed to a degree.

The findings include

valuable insights into the process of revitalization and guidelines
for future studies.

By letting the study evolve as data were col

lected led to the formation of many questions that deserve consider
ation in further research done in this area.

Questions that are

important to physical planning and the future of our downtown areas.
The major research questions in this study revolve around the
desire to understand the process of change in the cityfs functions
and the interrelationships between these functions.

Chapters III

and IV presented data that illustrate the process and the relation
ships.

We found that the functional change was one of covariation

with the functions being both supportive and dependent on one another.
A second research question identified early in the research was
that of the role of Waterside in Norfolk's revitalization and in the

functional changes.

Through the Norfolk data and the comparative data

that role became clear.

In cities where a Festival Marketplace is a

part of the revitalization, this development acts as an image producer
by providing activity, by enhancing the total environment and by
symbolizing the city's commitment to the downtown area.

A new image

requires more than the development of physical form; it requires
activities and festivities like those that are a part of the Festival
Marketplace.
rebirth.

A Festival Marketplace is the symbol of the city's

In these ways a Festival Marketplace fulfills the dual role

of acting as a magnet to bring people back to the downtown area to
work, live and pursue leisure time activity; and by acting as a cata
lyst for other downtown development.

However, as pointed out, a

Festival Marketplace cannot alone revitalize a city.

There is an

interrelationship between the city functions of whieh a Festival
Marketplace is a physical embodiment of one or several functions.
The physical development and the functions that they enhance are
supportive and dependent on one another.

So that rather than being

a cause of revitalization the role of Waterside is that of a con
tributor to the process.

In cities such as Norfolk and Baltimore,

a Festival Marketplace plays an important role in revitalization.
Has Waterside been effective in its roles in this process?

Has

this physical form been effective in achieving the original set
goals?

These questions, though not directly asked in research, were

definitely an underlying consideration.

In the mass media such

questions take on the form of questions and answers related to
measures of success.

Is Waterside a success?

Plans and consultant

reports done prior to the start of revitalization pointed to the
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key functional problem areas in the city which needed to be addressed.
As discussed in this paper these problem areas included the lack of
housing in the central business district, the low profile of the retail
function, the lack of a sufficient number of hotel rooms to promote
large scale conventions and the overall negative image associated with
Downtown Norfolk.

A critical problem that was addressed in these

plans and reports was the lack of ongoing attractions, high amenity
open space and conmercial space such as restaurants, night clubs and
specialty shops.
need.

Waterside was developed to fulfill this critical

The planning theory was that a major magnet would accelerate

development in other functional activities as well as attract people
to the downtown area.

Again, we come to the dual role of Waterside.

Success or effectiveness is measured by the degree of new develop
ment in the central business district and by the number of people who
visit this area.
the set goals?

Has the physical form been effective in achieving
City officials and those who work for the city see

Waterside as effective and the trends starting in the central business
district as positive.

The data in this research, while not meant to

provide any definitive measures or conclusions of the success of
Waterside, do show trends moving in a positive direction.

Our data

show that since the opening of Waterside all indicators for the five
functions have increased and are moving in a positive direction.
The measure of suecess most often cited in the mass media is
Waterside* 8 role as a catalyst for further development in the central
business district. (The Wall Street Journal, 1983a and 1983b; The
Washington Post, 1984; The Richmond TimeB-Dispatch, 1984: also many
stories in the Virginian-Pilot and Ledger-Star)

Articles in this
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vein cite the development that has taken place since the announcement
of the plans to build Waterside— developments such as the World Trade
Center, the Freemason Housing Project and the Cousteau Ocean Center.
Other indicators of success reported in the mass media are the
numbers of visitors to Downtown Norfolk, the increases in city reve
nues after years of decline and the increases in sales volumes.

The

revenue that has been generated by Waterside has helped other parts
of the city by creating surpluses which are funneled into housing
projects throughout the city.

The Enterprise Company would also

include as a measure of success the number of jobs that have been
created by Waterside and the numbers of minority-owned businesses
in Waterside.
Will these trends continue?

The comparative data in this study

would indicate that the trends will continue in a positive direction,
even though some of the consequences of revitalization may not yet
be apparent.

James Rouse sees Norfolk as continuing its present

trends and becoming a "bustling, exciting city agin" within the next
five to ten years. (The Ledger-Star, 1984)
This study has explored the components involved in downtown revi
talization and has begun to ask and answer many questions concerning
this proeess.

It has shown that research focusing on physical plan

ning and the physical environment can be conducted using a socio
logical perspective.

A perspective that asks questions that may often

be overlooked by other research perspectives.

The study has also

shown the possibilities of studying physical form to find out the
effectiveness that that form has had for achieving its goals by
looking at the planning goals and the consequences of that form.

(lynch and Rodwin, 1958)

This study has also provided the background

and a guideline for future studies dealing with revitalization.
Since Norfolk is still in the process of revitalization the conse
quences could not be fully explored in the research*

Once the

revitalization process is more mature in Norfolk a study would be
better able to measure the long term changes in the functions and to
identify the consequences.

It would be interesting to see if the

present functional trends continue in the direction that they are
presently moving toward.
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APPENDIX 1
DOWNTOWN NORFOLK: MAPS AND DIAGRAMS
la REGIONAL MAP - Source: Downtown Plan Study Team,
Downtown Norfolk: A General Development Plan for
Downtown Norfolk for the Department of City Planning,
June, 1981 . Shows the market area for Downtown Norfolk,
with Norfolk'8 central business district in the center
of the region. The consideration of a potential market
area is especially important for retail and recreation,
entertainment and cultural functions.
lb

PRINCIPAL STUDY SECTORS - Source: Downtown Plan Study
Team, Downtown Norfolk: A General Development Plan
for Downtown Norfolk for the Department of City
Planning, June 1981 • Shows the Department of City
Planning's delineation of Norfolk's central business
district which was also used in this research.

lc

DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES: SOUTH WATERFRONT Source: Downtown Plan Study Team, Downtown Norfolk:
A General Development Plan for Downtown Norfolk
for the Department of City Planning, June 1981.
Shows the area of concentration in the first stages
of revitalization. The proposed Festival Marketplace
(Waterside), Town Point Park have been developed,
along with the World Trade Center (not depicted here)
which is located in the street curve across from Town
Point Park. The Cousteau Ocean Center and the Boat
Harbor/Marina are still being planned and are
expected to open in 1986 . The residential area is
still under construction, but many units have already
been sold and occupied.
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APPENDIX 2

METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

As pointed out in the text several methodological problems
were encountered in this research.

While the functions and their

indicators were sound, problems occurred in gathering the statis
tical data to measure change in the functional indicators.

This

appendix will briefly review some of the problems encountered in
this research so that any future research done in this area will
be aware of such complications.
When gathering data from a variety of sources there are several
things to consider at the very beginning of the research process.
It was the intention of this research to gather data for the years
of 19769 1980 and 1984.

While this delineation proved to be a good

guideline it was impossible to follow it exactly.

Although cities

do publish annual reports these reports do not include comprehensive
statistical data such as that that is needed for the measurement of
our functional indicators.

City agencies may have some of the data

that are needed, but it may not be compiled in a consistent manner.
Also when dealing with many sources it has to be remembered that
data are compiled for agency needs and reasons.

Consultant reports,

city agencies and regional agencies may all be looking at the same
indicator or function, but they will measure it in their own way.
Data from various city agencies may not coincide (in regard to time
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printed and the way that it is presented) with each other or with
the needs of the researcher.
There were no comprehensive profiles done on a regular basis
that presented data used in this study.

This may change in Norfolk.

One ageney was in the process of compiling a report concerned with
many of the same functional Indicators as used in this study.

They

saw a need for this type of comprehensive profile which combined
the efforts of all eity agencies.
Another related problem encountered was the fragmentation of
work between the various agencies.

Different agencies may be in

volved in the same project, but have different responsibilities and
concerns.

For example, the Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing

Authority is responsible for, and therefore, has data on downtown
housing only in those projects that directly involve it.

The

Housing Division of the Department of City Planning keeps statistics
on deed transfers and appraisals for the entire eity including the
central business district.

This fragmentation of responsibility

among the city agencies makes it neeessary for the researcher to
acquire a working knowledge of what each agency does.
Some types of data filed within the city agencies are, of
course, confidential.

This may lead to being able to acquire only

a summary report on, for example, gross retail sales according to
the business license file receipts.
Time was a major problem in this research since we were
interested not only in the past eight years, but also in the very
recent past.

Waterside had only been open one year when the data

were being gathered.

There was very little comprehensive data
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regarding Waterside and the functional changes.

Trends, comparative

data and expert knowledge did allow us to make conclusions concerning
funetion&l changes and the role of Waterside in Norfolk's revitali
zation.
The element of time also caused problems in utilizing data such
as census data and city directories to look at changes in the living
area function and the retail function.

Since the great majority of

change in Norfolk's central business district occurred rapidly within
one year, even the most recent data found in census reports and city
directories were outdated.

Therefore, they did not show the magnitude

of the changes that had taken place.
Problem areas that were encountered were basically in the
statistical quantitative data used to measure the functional indica
tors.

These problems made it necessary to find and utilize qualita

tive data in combination with the quantitative data in order to fully
understand the processes involved in revitalization.
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APPENDIX 3

THE WATERSIDES
PACTS AND STATISTICS

3a YOUR GUIDE TO THE MANY SIDES OP WATERSIDE Source: Promotional pamphlet published for Waterside.
General description followed by floor plans and the
type of businesses located in Waterside. Since
publication there has been some turnover, but
occupancy mix remains basically the same.
3b

PROJECT DATA - Source: The Urban Land Institute,
Project Reference File, “The Waterside: Norfolk,
Virginia” Volume 14, Number 3* Detail of the costs,
sales and rent.

3c

FESTEVENT’3 CALENDAR OP EVENT 1984 - Shows the mix and
type of weekly events promoted by Peetevents Limited.
Additional special events are put on throughout the year
and are discussed in the text. These events coordinated
by Festevents Limited and sponsored by various businesses
in the community are an integral part of the success of
Waterside. The events attract both the tourist and
residents of Hampton Roads and are Instrumental in
creating an active and exciting (festive) environment.
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117
149
161
125
133
121
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AO The Dogs l Know
Cee Cees Hamburger Classics
Chocolate At Last
David’s Cookies
Flying Fruit Fantasy
Hasskins Fresh Fries
High's Old Fashioned Ice
Geam Parlor
Honey Dough Factory, Lid
Philadelphia Steak £l Sub Co
pKTcesPutBar-B-Que
Potatoes Unlimited
Tontos
Veggie Patch

in t e r n a t io n a l

-156
136
160
146
152

V
14*
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IS *
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k
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153
129
126
132
145
157
165

i A

FO O DS)

Belgium Waffles
Ftiipinana
Mama Mia Piaena
My Dad's Italian Delights
Ssechuan Gardens

( M W D m V )
144
140
164
(
141
101
221
253
273

180
l(0a

104

TacoDons
Taka' Gyros
Tokyo X press
restaurants

)

D Porto Ristorante
Philips Wkterside
Reggie's British Pub
The Riverside Cafe
The Tandaoc Restaurant

168
166

The Antique Market ..
A dunging collection of
antique dealers
Mutchlry Ltd . Antiques 6s
Jewelry
Satisfactions
Vintage Virginia Photographs

112

Heritage Farms of Virginia

172

C m 'M A R K E T 1

124
106
100
120

116

Kitchen 6l McGrath Meat
Cutters
La Croissanterie
Natchus Family Bakery
Pasta And Company
Spanky And Company.
Ubterside Provisions And
ftxadons
Whterude Flowers
( SHOPS 1

Barsron'sWooden Things Plus
Bertolni Wicker & Imports
Christmas Artie
Collections
Crabtree &. Evelyn
Embractable Zoo
The Hat Rack
200 Hofheimer s Shoes N' Such
200a Hofheimer's The Locker Room
241 Hot Stuff
265 KindcrhausToys
264 Kite Kingdom
229 Kitty Hawl Spore
216
225
209
232
240
257
269
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PROJECT DATA
Land Dee Inform ation:

economic Inform ation:

Site Area: 45 acre* (1A Secures)

CBe Acquisition Cart N .A .*

C m t k M ia | Area IC tA ): 130,000 square feet

SMe tmproum cnt Cart: $6,900,000*

Croat UasaNe Area (CLA): 79,000 square leel

Construction Cort;
fotal 50.300.000

Moor Area Ratio (FAR):

,4 V

fo r Cross Square Foot: K 3 .IS

forking Spaces: 437

fo r Net Square Foot: 1105.06

forking Indrx. 5.7 spaces per 14)00 square feel CLA

Is ta l Project Cart: *13,*00,000*
fonts: $12-00 per square foot
Sales: approximately 5300 per square foot

lenant Inform ation:

stifle at ion*
rtcral M erchandise..........................
f o o d .......................................................
fo o d Service..........................................
O o th in g ..................................................
S h o e s .....................................................
H o m * Furnishings*..............................
H om e A ppliances/M usic....................
Buiidm g M a te ria ls'C a rd e n ................ .
Autom otive Swpp1ies.Service S u tio n
H obby Special In te r e s t...................... .
C ih s S p e c ia lty ...................................... .
lew e lry and C o s m e tic s ...................... .
L iq u o r......................................................
D ru g s .......................................................
O th e r R e ta il...........................................
Personal S e rv ic e s ................ .................
R ecre a tio n/C o m m u nity........................
f in a n c ia l.................................................
O ffices (other than F in a n c ia l)............
O th e r’ .....................................................
S o u l .........................................................

S

er of Stores

forrewl of
total tenants

—

12
JO
5
1
7
_
_
_
_

Square feet flf
£LA

foecewt df
£L£

0,145
J4.314
4.246
2217
J.7S6

10.3
43.4
7.9
23
4.7

—

93
245
4.0
0.9
5.7
_

_
_

—
-

24.0
04

36 0
0.9

19,607
306

_
_

—
.

_

•
_

1
1
1
3
1
15
122

0.9
0.9
0.9
24
0.9
12.2
100 0

1329
SO
1352
203
300
315
79.000

1.9
0.1
2.4
04
0.5
04
100.0

44
1

'FAX equals gross b u ild in g area d iv id e d b y to ta l site area.
•P ro pe rty is m uned by th e r n y and leased to the d e v e lo p e r
*U> sue im p ro ve m e n ts m ere made b y the N o rfo lk R e d e ve lo p m e n t a n d
M o u sing A u th o rity
A te sn ed to th e pnsate d e ve lo p e r b y th e N o rfo lk Re d e re lo p m e m and
M o u sing A u th o rity fo r 10 years as t u t p e rce n t in te re s t

Aterage forcent
* f CLA in
foeronal Centers*
15.1
142
7.0
H .6
4.4
24
2.0
2.0
1.9
3.1
3.0
1.4
.7
4.9
33
28
4.3
3.5
2.4
_L3
100.0

*OoHsn A Cents eC S ho p p in g Centers T R fl (W ashington, D .C .: U L M h e
U rb a n Lend In s titu te . U B U P II S
•A n tiq u e shops
•b u sh ca n s.
A M tile th e p ro tect has a re g io n a l market, as a specialty retail center it does
n o t re se m b le a re g ion a l sh o p p in g center m term s o f either tenant com .
p o s itio n o r o p e ra tio n a l p erfo rm an ce
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APPENDIX 4
NEW INVESTMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT
IN NORFOLK’S CENTRAL
BUSINESS DISTRICT

DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT FACT SHEET - Source:
Norfolk Redevelopment and Housing Authority,
Listing of projects in the waterfront area including
cost, size and completion date.
4b

PRIVATE INVESTMENT: MAJOR COMMERCIAL DOWNTOWN
DEVELOPMENT - Source: Department of Corasunications
and Marketing, The City of Norfolk, 1934. Listing
of new and renovated properties for office and
hotel space.

4c

PRIVATE INVESTMENT: MAJOR DOWNTOWN HOUSING - Source:
Department of Comsunications and Marketing, The City
of Norfolk, 1984. Listing of housing development in
the Freemason Harbour area and apartment renovations
in this area. Also includes information on Ghent Square,
an area in elose proximity to the central business district.

4a DOWNTOWN WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT
PACT SHEET

Weptabtr, lit]

Downtown Waterfront Development Fact Sheet

HrWMTEKSIJDE
Btinsied Cost:
Developer:

E

Design:
Construction:
Site:
Leasing Agent:
Completion:
waterside p a w i n g

caxage

1 * timeted Coitl §4 million
Developers
City sf morfolk
Designi
Williams 4 Taset ill
Constructioni
W. I. Meredith
Construction Co. ,Vorfelk, Va.
•lte:
Pive levels, 425 spaces
Completioni
Opened; June, 1413
WATERSIDE WAVI ACRTEK
Estimated Cost: fTTTIl million
•eveloperi
WRHA/City Of »orfolk
Design:
C.E. MaCulre, Inc.
Construction:
Bardawey Contractors, Inc.
Chesapeake, VA
Depletion:
Wepteaber, 1413

TOWS POINT PAW.
1st
is
Estimated
Coat: §3.5 million
Developers!
WKAA/City of Bortnik
Construction:
Bardsvay Contractor, Inc.
Chesapeake, Va.
flse:
4.5 acres
Completion!
Beptember, 1413

•COUSTEAU OCtAS CENTER
Estimated Cost! 427.1 million
Developers
Cousteau Ocean's Center, Inc.
•orfolk, Va.
Designs
Boland Crump (Exhibits Only)
Pallbrook, California
Wises
W0,400-100,000 mg. ft.
Completion!
Spring, 1444

OTTlk

aerth

Coat
>ati
Developersi
Construction i

Wise i
Completions

OUT* WATEATAOWT aiTt WORK
13.4 million
Cost
WABA
Wallace, itoberts 4 Todd
Philadelphia, Pa.
•MK Design Croup
•orfolk, Va.
W. I. Delongs Associates
Contractor!
Virginia Deach, Va.
dUy, 1443
Completioni
i______________ -

•13.5 million
Waterside Associates
•orfolk, Va.
Wallace. Roberta 4 Todd
Philadelphia, Pa.
■CB Contractors
•alias. Texas
Two atories, 92,000 eg. ft.
•f mousse rcial space
Darvey Lindsay 4 Co.
Vorfolk, Va.
Opened; June, 1413

»1.4 million
■ABA/City of Worfolk
W. P. 4Ugann
Portsmouth, Va.
40,400 mg. fft> S3 ft. Depth
Cumfletod, Pabruary, 1443

f stine ted

Developer:
•esignerai

IOUSB COLD rrOAACt
estimated Cost: 15.4 million
Developer:
Barbour Place Corporation
Worfolk, Va.
Designers
• m Design Croup
Worfolk, Va.
Construction!
Moush Development Corp.
Worfolk, Va.
Dice:
TS condominiums, overage
price: §115,000
June, 1414
Completions

VIRGINIA VDRIP TRADE CPTTER
estimated Costs 419 J million
Developers
Woodman Aegar Bogan, lac.
itorfolk, Vs.
Design:
Bklteore, Usings Merrill
Chicago, 11.
Construction!
T. B. Boar 4 Bon, Inc.
Birulnghan, Al.
Bite:
120,000 mg. ft.
Leasing Agents
Cootean Aegar Bogan, Inc.
Completions
July, 1443

TRADE CETTE* SARACT
Estimated Cost: 44.3 million
Devaloperas
City of Borfelk
Design!
Oliver Am1th 4 Cooke
•orfolk, Va.
Constructions
B.A. International
Bite I
Beven levels, 474 spaces
ipletioas
April, 1444

PAEEMASOK BARBOURI
ier A/Puwmore Warehouse
tDevelopers
stimated Costs 410 million
Christopher-freemason Aasoeiat
■esigni
Wise i
Coav>letioni

Virginia Beach, Va.
Wucher-Myers 4 Associates
•teshington, D. C.
t l units i 40 Dost mlipsi
Wpring, 1444
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4b

PRIVATE INVESTMENT: MAJOR
COMMERCIAL DOWNTOWN
DEVELOPMENT

Crtuof

Worfolk

D e p a rtm e n t of C om m unications & M arketin g
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PR IVATC INVESTMENTS
H a j o r C o m m ercia l Downtown D e velo pm e nt
( p a r tia l lis t in g )

V irg in ia World Trade Center - Goodman Segar Hogan developed th is $22 m illio n , 9 -s to ry ,
220,000 s q . f t . trade center on Waterside D rive.
Plume Center West - W o rfo lk** f i f t h la rg e s t b u ild in g . The Law B u ild in g , was renovated
a t a cost o f $ 2 .2 m illio n by Plume Associates.
Rennert B u ild in g - Systems Management American, one o f the n atio n 's la rg e s t m in o rity owned firm s , bought th e Rennert B u ild in g on H o n tic ello Avenue and spent $2.2 m illio n
1n renovating i t fo r i t s company headquarters.
Selden and H o n tic e llo Arcades - A 22-in ve sto r consortium purchased the Selden Arcade
In the 200 block of Main S tre e t, and transformed i t into a high-grade, q u a lity , r e t a il
Shopping a rea . Owners o f the M o n tic ello Arcade, across Main S tre et from the Selden,
spent more than $1.5 m illio n to re sto re i t and house shops and o ffic e s . •
Old C ity H all B uild in g - Seaboard Associates bought the Old C ity H all B uilding from
the c i t y , and is spending $4.1 m illio n remodeling fo r o ffic e space, a re s ta u ra n t.
Small museum and s p e c ia lity shops.
S t. P au l's O ffic e B uilding - S t. Paul Development corporation is b u ild in g a $ *.6 m il
lio n s ix -s to ry o ffic e condominium at the southwest corner o f S t. Paul's Boulevard
and Plume S tre e t.
F la tiro n B uildin g - Owners o f t h is 6 6 -y e a r-o ld landmark on Granby Mall are remodeling
the s tru c tu re a t a cost o f $2 m illio n to $3 m illio n .
Other O ffic e B uilding Renovations - P riv a te investors have spent m illio n s o f d o lla rs
renovating many o ffic e buildings downtown including the Wainwright B uilding a t 229
W. Bute S tr e e t, the Haynes B uilding a t Main and Granby, the McKevitt B uilding at 201203 C ity H all Avenue, the Helena B uilding at 101 Plume S tre e t, the Professional Arts
B u ild in g a t 142 W. fork S tre e t, b u ildings a t 136*140 Granby S tre e t, 117-119 College
P la c e , and 121-123 Tazewell S tr e e t.
Madison Hotel - A fte r more than $4 m illio n in renovations, the 76-year-o ld former
tommodore Maury Hotel on Granby M all reopened as a luxury h o te l.
former W.T. Grants B u ild in g - Arnold O rleans, a Maryland-based developer, bought and is
b e n o v a tin g th is b u ild in g on Granby M all a t a cost o f $ 1 .2 m illio n . The regional o ffic e
© f the U. S. Department o f Commerce w il l be one o f the tenants.
G ilb e rt Motel - Tazewell B u ild in g Associates plan to apend $3 m illio n to convert th is
S1x-story hotel on Granby M a ll.

V ___________________________ C ity H all B uild ing «N prfo lk , Virginia 23SQ1» fBCM) 441-S145_________
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PRIVATE INVESTMENT: MAJOR
DOWNTOWN HOUSING

Cftuof

!
Norfolk

D e p a rtm e n t o f C om m unications & M arketin g
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PRIVATE INVESTMENTS
M a jo r Downtown H o u s in g

Freemason Harbor
Harbour Place - Harbour Place Associates is developing a 8 0 -u n it condominium
complex, the u n its , which range from $82,000 to $360,000, w ill be b u ilt in
what is now a seven-story concrete skeleton o f the former Boush Cold Storage
B u ild in g .
Freemason Harbor Condominiums - Christopher Companies is transforming an
abandoned warehouse in to 28 condominiums, w ith a th ir d flo o r added. The
developer has demolished the abandoned Dunmore warehouse and is replacing I t
w ith a fiv e -s to r y b u ild in g containing 62 u n its . P rices range from $107,500
to $250,000.
Freemason Harbor Townhouses - 20 townhouses, w ith an average p rice of $120,000,
have been completed, and 170 are under con structio n.
6hent Square - 80? developed w ith 372 u n its committed and 95 a v a ila b le
Townhouses - 240 are committed and 80 are a v a ila b le .

Average p rice is $110,000.

Single Family Detached Houses - 66 are committed and 15 are a v a ila b le .
p ric e Is $225,000.

Average

Condominiums - 49 are convnitted at 696 Mowbray Arch, with averaqe prices from
170 ,000 to $100,000. 17 are committed in B otetourt North. Average prices
range from $165,000 to $205,000.
Apartment B uildings ( p a r t ia l l i s t i n g )
The B otetourt Apartment B uilding was converted In to 40 luxury u n its . The
Freemason House a t 303 W. Bute S t. was renovated In to a fiv e - u n it luxury
apartment b u ild in g . The P. H. Rose Apartments a t 337 H. Bute S t . , was converted
In to 12 lu x u ry apartments.

Btn City Hall Building >Norfolk, Virginia 23501 >(804) 4415145
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